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University
patr
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•

•

Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor

After serving Murray State for more
than a decade, both Annazette McCane,
director of equal opportunity, and Dewey
Yeatts, chief officer and associate vice
president for facilities management, will
leave the University to pursue other
employment opportunities.
After more than 11 years working at
Murray State, Yeatts will take the position of vice president for facilities at the
Citadel Military College of South Carolina.
Yeatts said he will be responsible for a
variety of aspects of the university, from
managing a police station and a boating
center to facilitating environmental safety and architecture.
With the coastal location, Yeatts said
he Is content with continuing his career
by the sea, a location close to family.
Though Yeatts said the South Carolina
position is an advance in his profession,
he is proud of many accomplishments at
Murray State.
Along with completing 140 major projects amounting to more than $150 million
in value, Yeatts said his proudest
achievement has been returning the campus to the original architecture of the
founding fathers of the University.
During Yeatts' position at Murray
State, he said he enjoyed serving under
the administrations of both King and
Kern Alexander.
"I've had the pleasure and honor of
serving two great leaders," Yeatts said.
Not only will Yeatts leave Murray State
for another employment position. so wiJJ
Annazette McCane. .
Friends and colleagues of McCane con·
gregated at Wrather Museum Wednesday at her congratulatory reception hosted by African American Students Services and the National Pan-Hellenic and
Black Student Councils.
Those at Wrather Museum came to
show appreciation for a woman who has
worked as director of equal opportunity
for 15 years.
Working to protect and ensure justice
faculty, students and staff alike, McCane

•

Kentucky Senate passes bill disallowing
health care benefits for domestic partners
Kentucky's Senate passed a bill
last week that will prevent universities and institutions from allowing
domestic partner healthcare benefits.
The vote passed in the Senate 305, according to the Kentucky Kernel. A majority voted that employ·
ee benefits should only be available
for university employees' spouses
and family members.
Jody Cofer, program specialist
for
undergraduate
research. said the 2004 mar·
riage amendment should not
determine whether domestic
partners receive healthcare
benefits.
"Granting benefits
is not the same as granting
legal status," Cofer said.
While Cofer said
domestic partner benefits would not constitute a legal marriage,
Sen. Ken Winters ,
R·Murray, said
the
Senate's
Saturday
decision
was
a
con-

stitutional choice.
"Domestic partner benefits is a
significant deviation from the Constitution," Winters said.
Matthew Middlebrooks, junior
from Humbolt, Tenn., said he agrees
with the Senate's decision.
"I support the Senate's decision
because otherwise you would have
to start giving people's boyfriends
and girlfriends benefits," Middlebrooks said. "How can (domestic
partners) have the right to be on
each other's health insurance when
an unmarried straight couple don't·
have the right to each other's benefits? The Senate says you have to be
married, so why make an exception
for only homosexuals? You have to
do what's fair, that's what it boils
down to."
For the past two years, Cofer said
the Kentucky Fairness Alliance has
worked to achieve healthcare benefits for domestic partners within
Kentucky's public agencies.
By the admittance of domestic
partner benefits, Cofer said Murray
State would gain a competitive edge.
According to the University of
Louisville's Web site regarding
domestic partner benefits, the uni·
versity's addition of the policy will
encourage the school's diversity:
Cofer said he agrees.
"(This) move means that U. of L
can compete more effectively
with

nation' s
top colleges
to recruit outstanding
faculty,
Cofer said via email.
''This matters to the competitiveness of our higher education institutions and why,
more frankly, a more diverse
society is better for all of us."
Cofer said he expected the out·
come from the Senate last week,
but he hopes the bill, once in the
hands of Kentucky House's Health
and Wealth committee, will grant
the authority to universities to
make the decision regarding
domestic partner benefits.
"I'd like to see that esteemed
body put a halt to this hateful legislation," Cofer said.
While the marriage amendment
stands in the way of progress for
Kentucky Fairness Alliance members • Cofer continues to stress the
issue's importance.
"It does not directly affect Murray State at this point in the
game. but it will at some point in
the future," he said. "Where
does one draw the line?"
Robin Pht!lps can be
reached
at
robinj.phelps@murra.ystate.cdu.

illuStration by Kristen Miller and
Elaine Kight/The News

see FAREWELL, 3A

Campus Suites complex
rises rental competition
Emlly Wuclmer
News Editor
For Jenny Smith, the decision was
easy.
The senior from South Fulton,
Tenn., said she was tired of dorm
life, so she and her friends began
apartment-hunting. After briefly
considering both College Courts and
Murray Place, Smith knew Campus
Suites was the place she wanted to
lay her head next semester.

"We thought about Murray Place,
but with (College Courts) being a
new facility, we knew we'd be there
first," Smith said. "It's going to be
the same as Murray Place, just
newer and I think that was something that attracted us."
Completion for Campus Suites,
located at 1621 N. 16th St .. is scheduled for July with a mid-August
move-in date, but already applications are pouring in.
Toni Guthrie, resident adviser for

Campus Suites, said there arc still
occupancies, but applications are
received daily.
"We're very surprised by the
response because we haven't done
as much advertising as we wanted to
do," Guthrie said.
Some of the aspects that appeal to
students, Guthrie said, are the 24hour clubhouse and work-out facilities, leather furniture, tanning beds,
a fire pit and a volleyball court.
Campus Suites is also a gated community, meaning residents need a
gate code to enter the facility. In
order to enter, guests must be
buzzed in by the residents. A free
transit is available to transport students to and from classes and a
maintenance man will live at the
facility to provide upkeep maintenance.

"We're brand new," Guthrie said.
"Everyone likes the idea of living in
their rooms first. I know they like
the idea of the gated community.
You can't just walk into our facility."
But Kim Bryan, manager of Mur·
ray Place located, on Lowes Drive,
said their apartments offer many of
the same amenities as Campus
Suites. In addition to a pool, club·
house and fitness center, Murray
Place offers monthly resident activi·
ties and 24-hour maintenance professionals.
Though the facility constructed in
2000 is not new, it is receiving
updates. Recently the exterior of the
apartments was painted green and
yellow and some of the apartments
will receive new furniture, Bryan
said.
"We maintain our property. It just

got repainted and there will be more
updates over the years," Bryan said.
Bryan said what separates Murray
Place from other residences is the
friendly. knowledgeable staff. She is
also looking forward to the competition Campus Suites presents.
"Change is inevitable. You just
always have to improve on what you
have to be competitive," Bryan said.
Don Robertson, vice president for
Student Affairs, said he sees the residential College Courts as a competitor for students. Robertson said
many factors go into setting costs.
Campus officials look into what
other universities and other local
apartment complexes charge. They
also try to keep prices economical

see APARTMENTS, 3A

Campuses adopt textbook rental option, University Bookstore disregards idea
Mia Walters
Staff writer
Even though textbook rental programs can save
college students anywhere from $400 to $800 a year,
many universities still only offer textbooks for pur·
chase, Southeast Missouri State University bookstore Assistant Manager Laurie Taylor said.
Jack Vaughn, director of the University Bookstore
at Murray State, said many factors contribute to the
fact that the bookstore does not offer textbook
rentals.
"It would literally cost millions of dollars to start a
rental program," he said. "On top of that, new edi·
tions come out every two to three years and professors change their required texts. Very few schools
use a rental system· that should tell you something."
According to the National Association of College
Stores, in 2006 ..textbook rental services were
offered only by 1.8 percent of NACS member stores
in the U.S and Canada."
SEMO is one school that has always had a textbook
rental program, Taylor said, and it's not suited for
every university.
"We advertise it as a scholarship for every student," she said. "lnstead of spending $60Q-$1,000 a

year on books, our students average around $185."
According to the SEMO Web site, the textbook
rental program charges $18.33 per course, no matter
how many books are required for that course.
Tony Cardon, sophomore from Hardinsburg, Ky.,
said that he would love to see a similar textbook
rental service at Murray State.
"Textbook rentals at MSU would be amazing," he
said. "I mean, I keep my textbooks for my major, but
it would be nice to be able to just rent books for
classes that don't matter for my major. I'm never
going to need this $150 Chemistry 101 book ever
again."
A study by the California Public Research Interest
Group, CALPRlG, found the problem of skyrocket·
ing textbook prices is not the fault of college stores,
but of publishers.
CALPRlG's study. "Ripoff 101", found that textbook inflation is a major problem in the U.S. The
study found that the wholesale prices charged by
textbook publishers have grown 62 percent since
1994, while prices charged for their finished goods
only grew 14 percent.

see BOOIS, 3A

Elaine Kight/The News

Brianna Cassidy, sophomore from Hardin. Ky.. browses through a stack of books at the University
Bookstore trying to calculate the price of her textbooks.

News Editor. Emily Wuchner
Phone: 809-4468
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.This week
.Wednesday

•11:45 a.m. "European -x:ransition" writing
proposals workshop for faculty and staff;
Applied Science Building North Room
306, free
•4:30 p.JIL Regensburg study abroad
application deadline for fall 2008; submit
to Melanie McCallon or send via e-mail to
studyabroad@murraystate.edu
.
•7:30 p.m. Cinema lnternattonal:
"Bamako"; Curris Center Theater, free

•4 p.m. Hump Night·Study Night; Curris
Center Marvin D. Mills Center, free
•5 p.m. Student Government Senate meeting; Curris Center Barkley Room; students may share issues; open to the public
•5 p.m. Dinner; Newman House, free
•7 p.m. Christ Ambassadors, Weekly
Word and Worship; Curris Center Theater

Saturday

Thursday

8:Z1 ....., A caller from the
PdCe Ooylfl Fine Al1s Bundiac rCjMJttecl a
deer die •balemem. Ke-.~ Pith IHld
WlWUfe and Padlldea Manapment were
;aocified j)y au olflcer. A Fiah iDd W1ldl1fe

12:53 a.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Julia A. Hiett,
freshman from Birmingham Ala.,
at Highway 121 and Lowes Drive
for not obeying a traffic control
device. An officer took a report.
9:01 a.m. A caller from Ordway
Hall reported the theft of a laptop.
An officer took a report for theft
by u nlawful taking more than
$300.
1Q-l9 a.m. A caller from O'Reilly
Auto Parts said a Murray State
student vehicle had been parked
in the business' parking lot for the
past three days. Con tact was
made with the owner of the vehicle. The owner said he or she
wouJd move the vehicle the next
day.
12:05 p.m. A caller from Highway
121 and 16th Street requested
motorist assistance for a semitruck. The Murray Police Department was notified.
2:12 p.m. Murray State Police
arrested Jonathan A. Urbina,
senior from Belize, for theft by
unlawful taking more than $300.

•8 a.m. Horesman's Club Schooling Show;
Equine Center; for more information email msuequine@hotmail.com
•10 a.m. Motocross Racing: EXPO Center;
ends at 7:30 p.m., $10 adults, $6 children
ages S-10, children ages 4 and u nder free
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International:
"Bamako"; Curris Center Theater, free

Sunday
•3:30 p.m. Guest Artist Recital w ith Mark

Valenti; Performing Arts Hall, free
•5 p.m. Dinner sponsored by the Newman
House: Newman Center, free

Monday

Tuesday

Feb.4

Jan. 31

Today

•5 p.m. Leadership series workshop; Curris Center Ohio Room, free
•5 p.m. Residential College Association
meeting; Curris Center Barkley Room;
students may share issues; open to the
public
•7:30 p.m. "Star-Spangled Salute" Children's Theater; Lovett Auditorium, $2.50
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alcohol was disposed of by the
driver, but the driver had not
been drinking.
10:21 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a verbal warning and a
citation at the EXPO Center parking lot to Jamie R. Carson, nonstudent from Benton,Ky., for not
having an operator's license or
proof of insurance.
11:21 p.m. A caller fro m Richmond
College reported a vehicle was
broken into. An officer took a
report for theft by unlawful taking
for less than $300.

Feb.3
12:12 a.m. Murray State Police
gave a verbal warning to a driver
for not yielding at a right-of-way
at University Drive.
4:52p.m. A caller from New Clark
College reported smoke from an
oven caused by a piece of paper
left over fr om the new oven. The
Murray Fire Department and the
State Fire Marshal were notified.
An officer took a report.
9 p.m. A caller from Regents College reported a fJie alar m activation from a smoke detector on the
ftfth floor. Murray Fire Department and the state fire marshal
were notified. The source of the
smoke was burned food.

Feb. I
iile photo.

•7:30 p.m. Vagina Monologues; Wrather Museum,
$5 students, $7 nonstudents
•6:30 p.m. Belly dancing; Carr Health
'oance Studio, $3 students, $5 non-students
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International: "Paris Je
T'aime"; Curris Center Theater, free

Coming Up
•11:45 a.m. Assertiveness training; Ordway Hall Room 305; call 809-3140 for
·wa.t·s lasbtW ts. EJstu llilois- Feb. 16
more information, $3
at 5:30 p.m.; men'sgame at 7:30 p.m.; RSEC, free
•5 p.m. Campus Activities Board meeting;
.
•
•• •• ••• ••• ••• •• ••• ••• •• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••
Curris Center Barkley Room; students
may share issues; o pe n to the public
•7:30 p.m. "Star-Spangled Salute"by the
Cinema International
Children's Theater; Lovett Auditorium,
: Paris Je T'aime (France):
:
$2.50
•
•8 p.m. "Blue and Gold Ball" Murray : Feb. 14-16
: Balzac and the Little
State Prom sponsored by SGA, CAB and
: Cbinese Seamstress (France/China):
RCA
: Feb. 21-23
: Sicko (USA):
: Feb. 28-March 1
Lives ofOtben (Germa~):
: March 6-8
•
•
~ Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Curris :
: Center Theater. Admission is free.
:
: ....• ....... .•....• ... ..••...••.•...•...•
.•..

.
·

Now Playing

.
:
~

9:48 a.m. A caller from Hamilton
Field requested grounds maintenance to be contacted about a
busted garbage can on the Hamilton Field lot.
6:19 p.m. A caller from Springer
College said the beat on the seco nd floor was not working. Central Plant was notified.
8:48p.m. Racer Patrol requested a
Murray State Police officer at the
Alumni Center for an unsecured
door on the upper level on the
I north side of the building. An officer checked and secured the door.

I

l
1
'

I

Feb.4
9-.27 a.m. A caller from the Curris
Center said there was an intoxicated female in the Stables. She
was released to a parent inside
the building. An officer took a
repor t.
2:21 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth
College was concerned about a
message on Facebook. A Murray
State officer spoke with the per son and took a report.
1Q-J6 p.m. A caller from Regents
College said a person in the room
above was smoking and the
smoke was coming into the
caller's room. T he residence
director was notified.

J

Feb. 2
. 1;03
a.m. A caller from Fast Track

:The

r

reported a fue caused by an ice
cream fr eezer. Upon officer
arrival, the freezer was unplugged
and there was no smoke or ftre.
Centr al Plant, Murray Fire
Department and the state fJie
marshal were notifie4;
3:19 p.m. A verbal w.arning was
given at 16th and Farmer streets
to two peopl.e not wearing se~t·
belts and havmg an ope~ contamer of alcohol in the vehtcle. The

Feb.S
11:22 a.m. A Murray State Police
officer reported people who
needed help moving a vehicle.
The vehicle was left in a visitor's
parking spot at Alexander Hall
until the afternoon.
l:S4 p.m. A c aller from Public
Safety reported the theft of items
from a bag at Hart College. An
officer took a report for theft by
unlawful taking for mo re than
$300.
3:44p.m. A caller from Rich mond
College said there was a dead animal in the building's breezeway.
Central Plant was notified.

Feb.6
12:42 a.m. A security guard from
Hester College reported students
throwing items. including a glass
bottle from the second floor.
Housing was notified.
1l:S8 a.m. A caller from College
Circle said their was a suspicious
male checking the locks on vehicles in the parking lot. An officer
contacted the person. The pe rson
was checking his vehicle for a flat
tire.
557 p.m. A caller from the Curris
Center reported a cell phone
missing from the weight room. An
officer took a report for theft by
unlawful taking more than $300.

Motorist assists - 3
Racer escorts- 0
Arrests -1

Robin Phelps compiles Polic~ Beat
with materials Public Safety provides. All dispatched calls are not
listed.

············-----···· ·········---......••••••
---···
·········---···········--···········----•

ATT.ENTION ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE & GRADUATE
CREATIVE WRITING STUDENTS
Release your creativity this summer at the

Fiction Writing Workshop
Learn from Dr. Lee Martin,
finalist for the 2006 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.

W()f'/~ C'~fe

Earn 3 credit hours at WKU in Bowling Green, KY
July 7th -25th, Monday - Friday

REGISTRATION BEGINS MARCH 22, 2008
www.wku.edu/summer/writing

L.ookin{) Pof' Music?
Oiscovsr your nsxf Pavorifs musicians hers
at fhs Ulorld caPs.

For more information contact:
Dr. Dale Rigby
dale.rlgby@wku.edu (270) 393-2017

• Oamien Rice • ~yle ~ovett . e/vis Costello
The Shins • Bright eyes. ~OS ~obos •
• The ~emonheads • ReM • Moby
Voxtrot

8/ur • fete Yorn • Tom f'etty

SuPjan Stevens • Modest Mouse •

Monday--Friday at 7 p.m. I Saturdays at 2 p.m.
l,istsn on/ins at tUkms.org

ffirill1_91.3tm
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From Pagel

From Pagel
has spent her time at
Murray State promoting
fairness.
Though
today
is
McCane's last physical
day at Murray State, she
will continue working in a
similar field.
As the director of disability services, McCane

3a

seven used book sale services to find as
many used books as we can possibly
find."
Textbook rentals, however. arc not
completely off the table at Murray State.
Vaughn said.
~As time goes along the students need
and want change. so we change with
them," he said.
"If Murray State wants to do it, 1 think
I can handle it. It's all about rolling with
the changes.
Mia Walters can be reached at mia. wal-

and the cost includes everything; there are no separate
bills for water or cable.
Robertson said prices have not increased in several
years.
College Courts shares its amenities, like the wellness
center and intramural fields, with the rest of the campus. But Robertson said one of the best things about
College Courts is its proximity to campus.
"We'd much prefer the students to be on campus."
Robertson said.
"We think it's in their best interest and research
clearly shows that students who arc on campus tend to
be more involved, they tend to graduate in many cases,
they tend to be more satisfied.
The research is clear there, there's no doubt. So just
like we're building new residential colleges, we want to
look at the apartments and we want to provide the kind
of facilities that ...will attract students to stay on campus."
Robertson said a major problem is College Courts is
getting older while more modern facilities arc being
built across campus, thus creating another obstacle for
on-campus living.
Campus officials are discussing repairing, renovating
or possibly replacing the facilities.
"They've served their purpose," Robertson said.
"They're old and they need to be significantly
upgraded or renovated or simply replaced, and the easiest thing may be to tear down ... and rebuild, either
through the University doing it or a private partnership."
Emily Wuchncr can be reached at emily. wuchn-

ters@murraystate.cdu.

cr@murraystatc.cdu.

will work for the University
of
TennesseeKnoxville.
Since
her
recent
engagement,
McCane
said she and her fiance,
director of corporate and
foundation
relations.
would work well together
at the new university.

UThis was just a great
professional opportunity
for me," McCane said.
McCane and Dewey
Yeatts will relinquish
their current positions in
fall2008.

Robin Phelps can be
reached at robinj.phelps
@murraystate.edu.

BOOKS
From Page l
The study also found that "bundled"
textbooks, including books with CO's and
study guides, included over half of all
required textbooks and cost 10 percent
more than single books.
Also, over two-thirds of all faculty surveyed said they rarely or never used the
extra materials.
Murray State has tried to help appease
some of this financial strain by seeking
out as many used books as they can,
Vaughn said.
"We are a very large used book buyer
on the national market," he said. "We use

Aquick comparison...
College Courts
·Year Built: 1962-1966
·One-bedroom/ one·bathroom apartment: $423/$2115
·Two-bedroom/ one·bdthroom apartment: $487/$2435
·Number.132. apartments
murraystate.edu/secsvlh.ouse/colcts.htm

Murray Place
·Year Bullt2000
·Number. 408 rooms
·four-bedroom/ four·bdlhroom apartment: $325/month
·Two-bedroom/ two-bathroom apartment. First and Second
floor· $430/month: Third floor· $441/month;
·Total utility cap is up to sao for a two bedroom and up to
$160 for a four bedroom
murrayplace.com/

Campus Sujtes
·Year Buill: 2006
·Number: 500 rooms
·Three·bedroom/ three-bathroom apartment: $389/ month
·Four·bedroom/ four·balhroom apartment: $3ZS/month
·CALL 767-1818 (or mfo on utilities cap- ask for Melissa
campussuites.com/propertles/murray/

lnforma!Jon compiled by fm1ly WuchnN.

Born in FO!t Scott, KINa. Gcxtlon Roger~ Buchar1n«l
P.U was a groundbtwaking Atne<an ph01ogt8pher, rT'Miclan,
poe!, rJOVelist, joumall$1, BCIIVISI 8l'ld nim director. He is belli
rernem~ for 111s photo essays lor Life l'nllgarlne and as the
dl!'ector of the 1971 111m Shalt. A 1948 photo essay on a young
Hlltiem gang 1eadef won Parks a Stall job as a photographer
Wld write wilt1 Life rnagazioe ......... he produced photos on
aubject$ ~ fasl'b1. aports. Broadw8y, powrty ana racllll
aegwgat~on for 20 years.
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TODDIIILL AND DICK
GARRETISON QUARTET

JAzz Snow

Check Band Listings anc:i Menu At
www.bigapplemurray.com

10% MSU STUDENT DISCOUNT
food only
UN!QU£ MEXICAN FOOD • CAJU!'-1 SI'ECIALS

DELl SANDWICHES . BBQ . SOUPS
BEST SALADS IN TOWN
BURGERS & FRIES • GREAT DESSERTS

Corner of lOth & Arcadia • 759-8866
Behind Cheri Theatres
bigapplemurray.com
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Opinion Editor: Alaina Zanin
Phone: 809-5873

Cutting Costs: .fmding ways to live on a budget
Students could save hundreds through textbook rentals
. -,~)-·J?.,
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The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of The
Murray State News.
As college students, we all remember the good old days of high school
when we received free education and
free textbooks.
But now that we have embarked on
the journey of higher education in
hopes of someday earning some kind
of a decent income, we are paying for
everything.
Forget the possible 12 percent
tuition increase.
Students are paying thousands of
dollars for things like a meal plan, a
dilapidate~ dorm room and let's not
forget the ever-expensive textbooks.

For those who are sick of buying
books for hundreds of dollars and
then selling them back to the bookstore for a fraction of the original
price, there is a solution: textbook
rentals.
Some schools in our region already
have rental programs. For example,
students at Southeast Missouri State
are charged a rental fee of $18.33 per
class. Tliis means if students take 15
credit hours, they would pay less
than $100 per semester for books.
"This is a great program for students who, on average, paid more
than $1,000 for books and supplies
during the last academic year,
according to the U.S. Department of

Education.
Director of the University Bookstore Jack Vaughn said students can
usually sell their books back for 50
percent of the wholesale price, but
not always. If the University decides
not to use that edition or version of
the book, which happens often
because publishers come out with
new editions yearly, by the end of the
semester the BOok cou1o oe worth
less or nothing at all.
But, there are some negatives to
implementing a book rental program,
like start-up cost~ and lower-quality
books.
With an already overburdened University budget, the likelihood of a

rental program at Murray State is
slim.
There is one last option for students on a budget.
It's called BookRenter.com.
This Web site caters to college students by offering them free return
shipping and up to 75 percent off the
retail price.
The only setback is students have
to wait to get books shipped instead
of going to a store and picking them
up directly.
With skyrocketing prices, however,
this may be the right choice for students who feel they are being taken
to the cleaners by book editors, publishers and campus stores.

!Contrary to popular belief, female athletes exist at Mu111J state

what do you think•••
Shouldthe University allowstudents to rent instead of buytextbooks?
"I think for students renting textbooks
would be very beneficial, but the university would never do it because that would
cost them too much money."

In My
Opinion

Jessica Fultz • Paducah, Ky.
junior

That would be awesome. I paid $145 for
one of my textbooks."

Savannah Sooter· Eva. Tenn.
freshman

"I think there are some books I would like
to buy and some I would like to rent."
Wei llu • China
junior

Autumn
Boaz
Autumn Boaz is the
Editor in Chieffor
The Murray State
News from
Fairview, Tenn.

''It would be great if students could rent
their books and then pay the balance if
they wanted to keep a book.
Natasha Ennels • louisville. Ky.
alumna

The last serious basketball game I ever played in
was almost four years ago.
My high school team lost by one point and were
immediately eliminated from the tournament after
winning more than 20 games per season for four consecutive years. •
Basketball was over for me at that moment, but
since then, I've learned to love to watch other people
play. I've also learned to love to write about other
people who play the sports I once thought I would
play forever.
For those of you who frequently read the sports
section, you know my name is most often attached to
stories about women's sports, particularly women's
basketball. In fact, out of my three years at The Murray State News, rve probably written less than 10
men's basketball stories, but that's not to say I don't
enjoy men's basketball - I love it.
I was assigned to write about women's basketball
because the sports editor, at least during my time
with The News, has always been a man, so it was just
common sense to let a man cover a man's sport and a
woman cover a woman's sport. Wouldn't you agree?
Of course.
Although the men's team has historically been the
main attraction. I've never been bitter about not getting my byline attached to a men's basketball story.
My byline belonged to the women. I haven't written
quite as many articles about the women's team this
year, but I intend to follow it throughout the rest of
the season into the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament, and hopefully all the way to the championship
game.
But that's the problem. I love being the tagalong at
the press table, but the tagalongs in the stands don't
seem to be quite as eager to follow the team around as
I am.
When the men's team played Southeast Missouri
State on ESPN2 Jan. 26, a record-breaking crowd of
5,898 people piled into the Regional Special Events
Center to watch Murray State pull off a one-point
win. The energy in the RSEC was electric. But when
the men's game was over, the wave of fans decked out

in gold T-shirts were replaced by empty blue chairs.
After the exit of several thousand fans, the women's
game tipped off about 30 minutes later.
It would be one thing if the women were absolutely horrible, but they're not. Right now they're in
fourth place in the conference, but could easily move
up the rankings.
Regardless of whether their placement impr oves,
they still make it into the conference tournament with
a fourth-place finish. plus they get to host a home
game. If that happens - if the women get home-court
advantage - it actually needs to be an advantage. They
need to feel like people are behind them, which ultimately means more people have to show up to support them for the remainder of the season. And then,
when or if they make it to Nashville, Tenn., the crowd
needs to make it there, too.
In the best-case scenario. the men and women will
both be playing in Nashville, so fans can get a double
dose of Murray State basketball. Why wouldn't fans
want to support two teams? 1 guess that's always been
my question.
Although basketball seems to be the sport with
most obvious imbalanced crowd size when you're
comparing men's and women's sports, the crowd size
of women's sports in general is a concern all its own.
There are other female sports that go on throughout the year that don't get the recognition they
deserve - not just basketball.
When soccer season rolls around, students need to
enjoy sitting in the grass on a nice day and cheering
for a team who was recently recognized for the work
it put in off the field. The soccer team's collective
grade point average is higher than any other Division
I school in the nation- at least go clap for them when
they score a goal.
Go watch the defending OVC champions play, and
probably win, a tennis match, or go run a few laps
around campus with the track and cross country
team. Those gals run more than 60 miles per week.
Could you do that? Probably not, so at least show the
female athletes at Murray State you support them.
Regardless of the sport, just cheer for somebody.

Elaine Kight/The News ,
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Agroup of Murray State News staff members gives its piece on a
group of three questions covering a different topic each week.
This week's topic:

.

Super Tuesday Primaries
Jason
Morrow

Shannon

Staff

Advertising
staff

writer

"I would be happy to see
either Obama or Clinton get
the nomination. They both put
a smile on my face.''

"Barack Obama. There's been a
Bush or Clinton in office since I .
was born. It's time for a new
name.''

Cody
Arant

Lynn

"Barack Obama because he
seems pretty middle-of-the-road
and I think that's what we need."

Staff

writer

"Schnitzel from Cartoon Network's 'Chowder'. Three reasons: he's a rock monster,
he's compassionate and in his
words, 'radda, radda radda.'"

Who do you want to win the Republican nomination?
"Ron Paul, because he would
be the easiest Republican to
beat.''

"Ron Paul. He seems to actually
care about what the Constitution
says. Too bad it won't happen."

"Ron Paul, because he is more
liberal and is pushing for things
that appeal to both parties.''

"Dwight K. Schrute. I'm
impressed by his record on
security.''

Do you think a candidate's stance on issues or personality is more important in an election?
"To me, the issues are more
important. We're voting on a
president, not a 'Saturday
Night Live' host.''

"Unfortunately,
it's their personality that wins most
people over. It's easy to forget the
issues when a person is
so likeable."

"It think it's both, but it's hard to
like someone if they have a poor
attitude, even if they bring a lot
to the table.''

"Their personality. Nobody
cares what you have to say if
you don't talk good.''

a
OR NO CANDIDATE
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
A plea to Ubrary users to .
be more respectful
What is with aU the noise
in the library? It never fails:
everytime I go in there,
everybody is talking, talking and talking some more.
I do not care about the
weekend stories, who
hooked up with whom or
what happened on "Deal or
No Deal".
All I care about is getting
my work done, and I cannot
seem to do so without
unwelcomed noise getting
in my way.
This message especially
goes out to the folks in the
coffee area. Do you actually
get anything done? You
may think your voice cannot be beard outside the
boundaries of the coffee
shop, but everyone on the
computers has to put up
with your booming voices.

Trust me, some of us get
pretty sick of it.
I understand that a lot of
tutoring goes on in Waterfield, and that's fine. They
are pretty good at volume
control and they are helping students with academics. 1 suppose it's not the
friendly conversation that
bothers me, it is the volume
of their voices.
Of course, when someone gets on my last nerve, I
respectfully tell them to
take their conversation
elsewhere. Sometimes it
works, but not without
them rolling their eyes at
me first. If people ask you
to be quiet in a library, do
not roll your eyes at them.
That is disrespectful.
It makes absolutely no
sense to have a sign on the
door that says "No Cell
Phones Please" and not
enforce it. The library

workers do a great job of
helping you, but I do not
ever recall seeing them tell
someone to get off their
phone or lower their voice.
Please, folks. be conscious of the people around
you who are trying to work,
and let's stop using the
library as a social hangout.
Marshall Healy
Senior
Franklin, Tenn.

Willpower trumps
exercise in weight war
The one thing I never see
mentioned in all the articles
on losing weight is how
efficient the human body is
at burning calories. If you
walk a mile at 3 miles per
hour, it bums 103 calories.
One pound of body fat has
3.500 calories in it. To burn
that pound of fat you would

have to walk approximately
but when it comes to sub34 miles.
stance and laying out
So 1 have concluded that
specifics on policy, he
exercising to burn calories
either says things that make
is a losing battle. What it
him look like a lightweight
probably will do is increase
or just don't cover all of the
your muscle mass, thereby
bases.
it will increase your metabI think both Clinton and
olism, and thus you will
McCain are light-years
burn more calories just sitahead of him when it comes
ting. The only way I can see
to the ability to have a firm
to defeat the body's ineffigrasp on policy rather than
ciency is to use the muscles
just saying the words
in your arms to push your"hope" and "change" a
self away from the table in - thousand times in a lively
the ftrst place.
speech.
He Is much better at
Donald Poston
stump speeches because he
Non-student
doesn't have to address any
(posted on thenews.org)
specifics, but in the' debates
many other candidates are
Obama lacks substance
far superior, although
to some students
Obama has gotten a little
better over time.
Obama doesn't really
impress me. He makes for a
Steven Dudley
good motivational speaker
Non-student
who appeals to emotion,
(posted on thenews.org)

Zani~
___..OCU ~
Super Tuesday shows
Americans lean left
Elections.
I know. I know. T he
very word is starting to
make your ears bleed.
Newscasters on every
station, as well as most
of my professors. have
all been geeking-out
over exit polls, delegates and caucuses for
the
past
several
months in ·an attempt
to cover one of the
..___
_
_ ___,j most historic U.S. presidential races ever.
Alaina
This year is different
Zanin
for several reasons,
but most importantly,
Amerkans have realized people besides
stuffy old white guys can run a country.
Following the results of Super Tuesday
(for those out of the loop. this is when primaries are held in 24 states to try to select
the Republican and Democratic nominees), it is clear Americans want a dramatic change from the current administration.
On the Republican side. Gov. Mitt Romney, R-Mass .• and former Gov. Mike
Huckabee, R-Ark., basically split the ultraconservative votes by collecting 269 and
170 delegates respectively by the end of
the night.
This left Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., to
sweep more moderate voters and collect a
decisive 616 delegates.
Too complicated?
Let me break it down for you like a fraction:
McCain is probably going to get the
Republican nomination. If elected, the 71year-old Vietnam prisoner of war veteran
will be the oldest president elected to a
first term.
Not only that, McCain came out of
nowhere. Romney, I'm sure, is sitting
around scratching his Mormon bead, after
he dropped out of the race on T hursday.
In the summer and fall, McCain's campaign was basically broke. He was backing
an unpopular war and, to the dismay of
some of his own party members, he supported a plan to grant 12 million illegal
immigrants U.S. citizenship.
Political analysts, who had McCain
down for the count in the fall, have said
his comeback is the greatest in American
political history.
McCain's stances on most issues, except
for the war and national defense, place
him much more in the middle of the politicaJ spectrum than the other Republican
candidates.
Even loud-mouthed, fiber-conservative
Rush Limbaugh, whose syndicated radio
show is heard on 600 stations nationwide,
accused the McCain camp of being "dishonest," "insecure" and "resorting to the
same kind of politics as Hillary Clinton."
Right you are Mr. Limbaugh. Well said.
Bottom line:
Most Americans do not want another
four years of a retarded cowboy putting
his foot in his mouth, declaring war in
every country with a middle-easternsounding name and giving tax breaks to
big businesses while digging middle-class
Americans deeper and deeper into debt.
As for the Democrats, how much more
liberal
can you get?
·
They have got Sen. Hillary Clinton, DN.Y., who champions a universal healthcare program and major reforms in education, and young Sen. Barack Obama, D-Ill.,
who never supported military force in
Iraq and supports taxing businesses who
send American jobs overseas.
Unlike the Republicans, however, the ·
race
for the Democratic nomination is still
1
on. Clinton is in the lead with 823 delegates but followed closely by Obama with
741 delegates.
Democratic voters may be having a
hard time deciding between the two
because ultimately they are both semimoderate
and have innovative ideas about
1
how the country can be run effectively in
the next four years.
Even though the final outcome may be
fuzzy, clearly, whoever wins this presidential election will change the course of
political history in America.
Alaina Zanin is the opinion editor for
The Murray State News. She can be
reached at alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
'
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SGA brings
back prom
memories

University goes green
Kelsi Norrington
Contributing writer
Through recycling and various green initiatives. Murray State has been in the process of
going green for the last decade.
In 2006. Murray State signed the Talloires Declaration, maklng it the first university in Kentucky
to do so.
The Talloires Declaration was a commitment
to environmental sustainability in higher education, according to the Talloires Program Website.
By signing the declaration, Murray State
declared its commitment to helping sustain the
environment on its campus, which coincides with ·
the University's green initiatives.
Statistics show that signing the declaration was
the boost the University needed to jumpstart its
efforts.
'
According to an Annual Recycling Activities
report, in 2006 Murray State recycled 203,300
pounds of scrap metal, compared to only 57,780
pounds in 2005.
In fact, in 2006 Murray was the second-leading
recycling university in the region, according to a
report done by the Kentucky Environmental Protection Cabinet's Division of Waste Management
said:
The University of Kentucky was in the lead
with 7,245,882 pounds recycled, and Murray followed with 3,237,930 pounds. Eastern Kentucky
University recycled 2,137,838 pounds.
"Once you get past the initial effort, its easy to
be green." Stephanie Galla, last year's student
recycling coordinator who initiated the signing of
the Talloires Declaration, said.
The Student recycling coordinators play a fundamental role in recycling at Murray State, yet
some may not know where to find them.
"The Center for Environmental Education is on
the second floor of Alexander Hall. This year's
student coordinators are Molly Runyon. sophomore from Rolla, Mo., and Emily Pollom, junior

from Georgetown. Ind.
It is in this office that Runyon said she spends
the majority of her time sitting at the desk, brainstorming ways to aid recycling efforts.
"We are looking to get more centralized units,"
Runyon said. "We are [also) putting signs up letting students know where to recycle and bow to
do it."
The recycling coordinators also work with the
Eco Team and Murray Environmental Students.
Other plans for the future, Runyon said, include
teaming up with the agriculture department and
the Horticulture Club 't o create a campus community garden.
Recycling pamphlets are available in the center
to inform students of what items to cycle and
where. The blue container is for white office
paper. the red container is for mixed office paper
and the tan container is for trash.
Facilities Management also plays an important
role in sustaining the environment.
In addition to recycling, Facilities Management
bas begun several green initiatives. including:
computerized energy management systems,
renewable fuel, using green products in integrat- .
ed pest and grounds control, energy saving and
carbon footprint calculation.
The computerized energy management systems control the temperature of buildings on
campus while they are not in use, like during the
summer, Wayne Harper, director of grounds and
building services at Facilities Management, said.
Facilities Management is also using renewable
fuel including bio-diesel and ethanol in all of their
equipment and vehicles, Harper said.
The three R's model of reduce, reuse and recycle is a motto Facilities Management follows and
incorporates into everything they do.
They also try to make buildings as green as possible.
"As we build new buildings and in any expansions that we do, we keep the environment in
mind," Harper said. "We design for energy effi-

•

Jason Morrow
Staff writer

hie photo

facilities Manaoement decorates the campus with trees.
ciency as much as possible."
In addition, they control waste runoff from
parking lots to prevent flooding and use silt
fences to preyeot any spillage from entering
streams. he said. Funhermore, they grind up
leaves and grass clippings through recycling
decks, which distribute them back onto the soil to
replace nutrients.
Facilities Management also promotes air quality on campus by developing and maint:tining
"green" spaces.
"This is what we call the areas on campus that
have lots of plants, trees and grass," Harper said.
Newer, mon• advanced green applications are
being used on campus as well. Solar applications
have been added to one of the buildings in We..;t
Farm, and work is being done to start a new car·
bon footprint-calculating system at Murray.
"We have a green attitude," Harper s"id.
"Whent:ver there is opportunity for us to do good
things to improve the environment we'll always
do what we can."

Kc{si Norrington can be reaclled at kelsi.norrington@mumfYstate.cdu

Across campus
Library holds logo contest

Historian speaks at lecture

Local centers need volunteers

Murray State University's library is holding a
logo contest from Jan. 28 to midnight March 14.
All submissions must include the library's new
slogan: "Information. Where you are, we are."
A brief description of the designed logo is needed
as well.
The top three submissions will be displayed in
the library and awarded an 8GB iPod Touch for first
place, an iPod Shuffle for .s econd and a 2GB Flash
Drive for third.
For more information and complete contest rule
guidelines, visit lib.murraystate.edu/contest or contact Don Kim at 809-4799.

International historian Roy Sweetman will
give a free public lecture titled "The Irish in
Australia and New Zealand," at 4 p.m., Feb. 28,
in Faculty Hall room 208.
Sweetman is currently a lecturer in ]rish history at the University of Otago in New
Zealand. Sweetman graduated with honors
from Trinity College Dublin and completed
his doctorate at Cambridge University.
This lecture is presented in coniWtction
with HIS 305: The Irish Diaspora and is funded by the American Conference for Irish Studies as well as other University administration.

The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a
division of American Humanics. needs Murray
State students, ~;taff and faculty to volunteer to
mentor young elementary students at Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America.
The Humane Society also needs volunteers to
help care for animals at its Murray shelter on
Poplar Street.
Angel's Attic also needs volunteers.
Please contact Alan, Lauren or Robin at the
American Humanics office at 809-3824 or 8096ll7. Find more information in the Carr Health
Building Room 105.

Prom is probably not the first thing to
come to students' minds when they
come to a university, but Student Government .Association is ·working to
change that.
The Student Government Association
is sponsoring the fir:;t Blue and Gold
Ball-themed prom at Murray State on
Feb. 12.
Randa Gozum, senior from Jackson.
Tenn., and Multicultural Awareness
Chair said the event is going to be exciting.
There will not be any limousines here
and students are not expected to go allout with tuxedos and expensive dresses,
but can dress casually.
Gozum said formal attire is not
required.
Another notable difference will be the
choice in music. The music wiU range
from popular American songs to many
others from various backgrounds and
countries.
The organization has taken many
steps to appeal to people from many
other nations. Signs have been posted
around campus, many of them in different languages.
The project has been in the works
since the beginning of this semester in
hopes that a prom could be done to give
international students a better understanding of the American experience.
Gozum approached the Campus
Activities Board with the proposition
and got the thumbs up for the project.
"{International Students) really excited about it becau~e they've never experienced it," Gozum said. ''I'm really glad
that we can bring this to them."
Although the prom will be more internationally focused, Gozum said all students of Murray State arc welcome and
encouraged to attend.
The event is free and will be held in
the Curris Center Ballroom, Gozum said.
SGA is hoping for the turnout of more
than 100 people. but with the event
being on a Tuesday night from 8 p.m. to
midnight, attendance may prove unpre·
dictable.

Jason Morrow can be reached at
jason.morrow@murraystate.cdu
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Seat belt usage reduces fatalities

belt usage beCame a primary law In

Jason Morrow

IDIOIDnst can be pulled over simply for a

Staff writer

• Seat belt violation citations generally cost $25.

·••In some situations, seatbelt violators fib
mutha$150.

7a

••..a
Misty Hayes/Tile News

In 2007, 55.9% of all
Kentucky motorists in
traffic fatalities were
not wearing seat belts.
According to the Traffic
Safety Data Service,
that is down by almost
10% from 2006.
The Murray State
Police has been taking
extra measures to
ensure drivers are
wearing their seat belts.
Jody Cash, Assistant
Chief of Police says
many of the traffic stops
made around campus
are because of seat belt
violations.
"The number of traffic stops during the year
was a little over 1.300,"
Cash said. "A quick,
easy estimate is ·that

close to half of them
were for scat belt violations."
Before 2007, seat belt
laws in Kentucky were
a secondary violation.
Officers would have to
pull oyer a driver for
some other offense in
order to cite them for n
seat belt violation.
Since January of 2007,
Kentucky made it a primary law. Officers may
now pull over a driver if
they sec them without
seat belts.
Consequences of a
seat belt "·iolation can
reach up to as much a~
$150, counting court
costs, but they are generally $25.
Cash says the scat
belt laws are just as
valid in the low-speed
zones as they arc <~ny-

where else.
"An unrestrained ddver in a 35 mph accident
can very easily sustain
injuries that could be
life threatening or
fatal," Cash said. "Even
in the 25 mph zones we
still try to keep a close
watch."
All of the traffic stops
made hy the Murray
State Police are not
always due to a violation. At the end of each
semester, officers make
checkpoints to stop drivers to pass out literature and to make them
aware of scat belt laws.
The checkpoints usually occur during the
last week of classes and
finals week of each
semester as student arc
leaving to go home. In
December, officers may

even pass out red ribbons to promote organizations such as Mothers
Against Drunk Driving.
Cash recalled his own
personal experiences
when he used to work
with the ambulance
before he hccame an
officer.
"Through
those
ambulance times and
Sheriff
Department
times I saw a lot of people that were seriously
or
killed
injured
because they weren't
wearing their scat belt,"
Cash said.
"The goal in Kentucky, is for the police
to get the seat bell
usage rate up to 80%
statewide by the end of
2008."

Jason Morrow can be
reached at jason.mor-

Murray State accepts donation I Murray State student runs in city council election
from Anheuser-Busch company
Clayton Vertrees

Staff writer

Amanda Crider
Staff writer
Murray State received a donation from
one of the largest brewing companies in
the United States to promote safe drinking practices.
Anheuser-Busch Companies donated
$35,000 to Murray State to develop social
norms and peer health programs to
reduce high-risk drinking in students.
Lisa Jolcy, vice president and senior
counsel at Anheuser-Busch, graduated
from Murray State in 1980 and was instrumental in helping Murray State receive
the grant.
·
"As a Murray State alumna, I am especially gratified our company is part of this
joint effort to implement this proven and
effective approach to addressing alcohol
issues," Joley said via e-mail. "The social
norms approach is a proven method of
achieving positive behavior change and
reducing harm associated with high-risk
&inking."
According to Core Alcohol and Drug
surveys taken by Murray State students,
55 percent of students who drink arc
underage.
·

Greg Anderson, a Murray State
senior graduating in May, will
represent a large segment of
Thirty-eight percent of student
Murray's population in the
drinkers identified themselves as binge
upcoming City Council election.
drinkers and more than 90 percent of stuWhile originaJiy from Dallas,
dents surveyed said they used alcohol at
Texas. Anderson said one of the
least once a week.
greatest focuses will be to further
Judy Lyle, health educator and staff
increase Murray's economic signurse, said the grant money will be usl•d
nificance.
to recruit students as certified peer health
Anderson said he sees Murray
educators who will develop a social
as a city which benefits from the
norms program to model good health.
effects of economic activity in
"Safe drinking education is important
outlying places like Marshall
from the standpoint that while everyone
County.
In order to give Murray a
does not engage in high risk drinking, nor
more central r ole in Kentucky's
for that matter does everyone drink, they
may be exposed to the second-hand ' economy, Anderson said the city
needs to focus on promoting
effects of others' high-risk drinking," Lyle
resources already available.
said. "That includes interruption of sleep
Anderson pointed out economic
or studies, having to babysit someone
potential in Murray's airport,
who is drunk or having to deal with somewhich is larger than the airpor t in
one who has been vomiting due to
Paducah, Ky.
overuse."
While Anderson said he
Said Lyle: "The key information that we
believes businesses like Tumblewant srudents to be aware of is what is
weed and Culver's come into
normal when it comes to drinking, if they
Murray because of the city's
choose to drink, how to do so safely and
growth. he also understands that
legally and how to look out for each
those companies monitor the
other."
demographics of the area.
Amanda Crider can be reached at
"Businesses are going to come
a.manda.crider@murraystate.edu

!H'appy ~........,..
'from
!{COwers by

in and say, 'Look, the populatiun
is growing, the students nren't
cast out of the market, and they
will be able to come here, get a
hamburger and ice cream, and
really enjoy evcryt!ting.'" he said.
Although larger franchises will
continue coming into Murray,
Anderson said he also understands the city's economy is run
by small businesses.
Bigger companies like Pella
and Briggs & Stratton may eventually lay off people, but Anderson said such cases are still evidence that . larger companies
which provide jobs are interest('d
in Murray.
"Companies like Pella and Rriggs & Stratton come in and crt•ate
jobs for the community and every
job is important," Anderson said.
"When these jobs come in, people
have more money to spend on
movies at Cheri Theater on Saturday nights. That's absolutely a
plus, and that's because Murray is
growing.''
Jason Pittman, Regional Special
Events Center manager and city
councilman, said Andt•rson's
focus on bringing more jobs into
Murray is also a goal of the City
Council

"We arc really sittin~ on the
cusp of really being a big town,''
Pittman said.
''The students on campus bring
a unique element to our community that most places don't have.
Most places don't have these
opportunities."
Pittman said it is vital for council members to work closely with
organizations like the chamber of
commerce, the tourism department and the University to help
attract commerce and retail
stores.
In many ways, Pittman said the
City Council has been successful
in affecting change within Murray in the time he has served.
While he said he enjoyed his
time as a councilman, Pittman's
decision not to run again (his year
for a position has been in his
mind since the first day of hisservice.
As for advice offered to new
council members, Pittman said it
is important to have a good grasp
of the issues and know what is
going on in the community before
rendering judgment.
Clayton Vertrees can be
reached at }a.mes.vertrceS@
murraystate.edu
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Students, faculty celebrate Mardi Gras
The lnternational Cultures and Language
Association OCALA) of the modern language
department has hosted its Mardi Gras cultural
The festival of Mardi Gras is one of the most
event for about 10 years. ICALA president and
widely celebrated events in the world. On Tuessenior
from Las Vt..-gas~ Nev.• Alana Seaborg,
day, a small gathering of Murray State students
said.
and professors took part in this global celebra·
Therese Saint Paul, assistant professor of
tion.
French, began the ICALA event Tuesday
evening with a presentation on the history and
traditions of Mardi Gras.
"The name 'Mardi Gras,' meaning Fat Tuesday in French, comes from the tradition of using
' all the fats in the home before the Catholic
observance of Lent," Saint Paul said. Another
explanation for· the name is the custom of parading a fat ox through the streets of Paris on the
Tuesday before the Lenten season, Saint Paul
said.
"Mardi Gras came to America in 1699 with
French explorer Sieur d'Iberville," Saint Paul
said. "Many of the traditions we celebrate today
arc a mix of other traditions from Europe.''
The tradition of the Mardi Gras parades in
New Orleans, 1.<1., began in the late 1800s, one of
the most famous being the Rex Parade. The Rex
Parade consisted of colorful floats and an
entourage of flamboyantly dressed revelers.
called a krcwe, dancing in its wake. Contests
were held for the most creative and vibrant costumes.
Probably the most familiar items in Mardi
Gras celebrations today are multi-colored beaded necklaces. Traditionally, trinkets, like the
beaded necklaces were thrown from the parade
floats to people on the streets.
"You get the trinkets by doing 'tricks,'" Jeannettt" LaRose. secretary of the modern language
· -department, said. 'Tm not going to say what
those tricks are. you can ftnd out yourself.''
LaRose. former New Orleans resident who
Junior Katie Davidson from Evansville, Ind., tastes tra· was forced out of her home in the wake of Hurdltional Cajun food prepared by former New Ortearis
ricane Katrina, prepared a CaJun meal followlilg
resident ~eannette laRose.
Saint Paul's presentation. The favorite dish of

H alley Kercheval
Staff Writer

a

JvlaRe "Va{entines 'Day
Syeci ( T'liis Year

photos by Misty Hays/The News

Junior Jamie Houston fromLouisville, Ky., cuts theking cake at ICALA's Mardi Gras celebration.
the evening was her jambalaya - a Creole dish of
rice with a mixture of fish and meat like shrimp,
chicken, ham and spicy sausage.
King cake was also on the menu at the ICALA
Mardi Gras celebration. The cake is decorated in
the colors of Mardi Gras: purple for justice,
green for faith and gold for power. A small plastic baby figurine, symbolizing the baby Jesus, is
baked into each cake. Whoever finds the baby in
their piece of cake is responsible for bringing
the king cake to the next party.
Participants ofiCALA's Mardi Gras said it celebration exposes Murray State's student community to others cultures.
"Mardi Gras is a very widely celebrate(!
event," Seaborg said. "We're talking the United

States, most of Europe, and Latin America.
"As a group we want to bring more cultural
understanding to make people more culturally
aware and to bring exposure to locales," Seaborg
said.
Saint Paul said she agrees that culture is a vital
tool in promoting diversity.
"lfyou defend diversity, you make for a more
interesting world," Saint Paul said. "We live in a
global world, therefore it is important for students to be aware of what traditions exist in
other countries.
"That is what we are doing here," Saint Paul
said, wteaching culture."
Hailey• 'Kercheval can be reached at
hailcy.kerchcvaJ@murraystatc.edu.
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Aaron Weare
Sports Editor
The first full week of February gives college
football junkies something to look forward to
after a long month of being without any football to cling to. But Wednesday filled fans'
appetites with the National Letter of lntent, or
signing, day.
At Murray State, the anticipation is no different, and Head Coach Matt Griffin and his
staff had 14 players sign their letters of intent
Wednesday to join the Racer football team for:
the 2008 season.
Griffin said the Racers had a few needs to
tend to, and he said he was pleased with the
recruits the program signed.
"Some of the biggest needs we wanted to
address were depth on the offensive and defensive lines," Griffin said. "There may be some
young linebackers that we'll look at to maybe

get some early reps. We'll have some players,
though, that will be competitive from the
start."
On the offensive side of the ball, the Racers
inked six players including four offensive linemen and two wide receivers.
Tyler Bray is an offensive lineman out of
Cocoa, Fla. Bray garnered All-Cape Coast
league honors as a senior. Andy Mahoney is an
offensive lineman out of Lexington, Ky., who
received All-State honors as a junior and was a
member of two state championship teams at
Lexington Catholic High School. Brock Rydecki is an offensive lineman from Venice, Fla.
Rydecki was named to the All-State honorable
mention list as a senior. Roderick Tomlin is an
offensive lineman out of Jackson, Tenn., who
was named All-Region and All-West Tennessee as a senipr. , ,
,
The other recruits for the offense are two
wide receivers. Durron Bailey is a 6;-foot-6 inch

tall receiver out of Memphis, Tenn. Ja-Vonta
Trotter is from St. Petersburg, Fla. and scored
10 touchdowns in his senior season. with four
coming on returns.
On the defensive side of the ball, the Racers
signed seven recruits. three defensive linemen.
three linebackers and one defensive back.
Jordan Toler is a defensive lineman from
Alpharetta, Ga. Toler was named to the flrst·
team All-Region 68-SA team. Lamar Theus is a
defensive lineman from Paris, Tenn., and was
named to the AU-State team after a season
when he had ISS tackles. Tyler Evans is a defensive lineman from Tampa, Fla., who was a
three-year letterman, and was second:.team
All-State as a junior.
Josh McWherter is a linebacker from Fort
Campbell, Ky. McWherter recorded 201 tackles
as a senior. Michael Ogbevoen is a linebacker
from Humble, Texas and was named All-District as a senior. Jamal Crook is a linebacker

from Tampa, Fla., and was named second team
All-State as a senior.
Dexter Durrante is a defensive back from
Fort Campbell, Ky. Durrante was named to the
All-State team after his senior year.
The other Racer signee is Lamar Hall St.
Petersburg, Fla., is currently without a position.
He racked up 1,500 yards and 16 touchdowns in
his senior season.
Regardless of the player or position, though,
Griffin said that any new recruit will need time
to get used to college.
"In an ideal situation, I'd love to redsbirt all
of them," Griffin said. "But the way we do it
here is that the best player plays, and we're
going to continue to do that. I think it's best for
the young players to redshirt. It lets them get
accustomed to the college game and being at
college."
Aaron Weare can be reached at

aaron. weare@murraystatc.cdu.

Track team competes at Indiana,
breaks 4 school records in 2 days:
Alison Mugler

Alaina Zanin races past the competition at last weekend's Indiana Relays In BloominQton, Ind.

Contributing writer
The Murray State women's
track and fleld team could not
have planned for a more successful meet than the one that took
place a week ago,at the University of Indiana.
The Racers had an impressive
weekend, breaking four school
records. The first of these records
was broken Friday by senior:
Dominique Robinson. She passed
her personal record, with a
weight throw of 54 feet 10 inches.
"It was simply an overall good
feeling to throw well," Robinson
said. · "I didn't really have an
opportunity to live in the moment
of breaking the record but 1
enjoyed having the opportunity to
do it and hope to continue to
throw well all season."
Wit~ Robinson setting the high .
standard for her teammates, it
was up to the Racers to continue
in the same manner.
Senior Shameka Dial continued
the success Saturday when she
broke Murray State's school
record with a toss of 56 feet 8.25
inches in the finals of the weight
throw.
"It felt really great to beat the
school record," Dial said. "Coach
Cecil contributed a lot to my success. I had workouts with him the
entire summer to get stronger."
Head Coach Dereck Chavis was

also pleased with the accomplishments of the two senior throwers.
'1 am really happy and excited
for [Dial] to have such an
improvement in performance,"
Chavis said. "Also I think we are
really lucky to come across with
two of the best throwers in the
conference. It .says a lot about
what our team is capable of this
year."
Freshman Katelyn ]ones also
joined the Murray State record
books Saturday breaking both
personal and school records with
a time of nine minutes and 56 seconds in the 3,000 meter. Jones
was accompanied in her record
performances by sophomore Tay·
lor Crawford, freshman Brandy
Williams and sop.homore Meagan
Richeson. The women broke the
school record in the distance
medley relay, earning a time of
12:12, 20 seconds better than last
season's time.
With Richeson running the distance medley relay for the first
time, she was skeptical about her
contributions to the race.
"Being a 400 hurdler and having to sprint my entire race, I was
a little unsure going into the 600
and the 800 of exactly how to
approach these new events,"
Richeson said.
"But surprisingly enough, 1 was
able to relax and run a decent
time."
With last weekend's accom-

plishments still on the minds of
the Racers, they hope to continue
their success this weekend at the
McDonald's Invitational at Carbondale, Ill.
"We are happy with what our
team has accomplished, with
many of our players establishing
personal records that are very
valuable," Chavis said. "But we
are a team that acts on what we
have done, and have worked to
.continue that improvement."
Assistant Coach Chris England
said the team is preparing for the
this weekend's competition
against teams from various
schools including conference
rivals Jacksonville State and Samford.
"Competing against schools in
our conference gives us the
chance to gauge our talent ind
see what we need to keep wotking on throughout the season;"
England said.
•
The women continue to work
hard in order to prepare them.-selves for the OVC lndoor Cham·
pionship in four weeks.
::
"To continue bemg succesSl;.il,
we are staying faithful, positive
and hard working," RobinSon
said. "We believe in ourselves
and each other and with a team
that strong we can only continue
to get stronger."
Alison Mug/cr can be reached at

alison.mugler@murraystate.edu.

e Sports Line...
TV Events

Murray State Events

Monday: ESPN @ 8 p.m.
College Basketball
Kansas at Texas

Fri. : Women's Ten nis @ 6 p.m.
Bowling Green, Ky.
MSU at Western Kentucky

Monday: ESPN 2/ESPNU @ 6 p.m . Thurs. : TNT @ 9:30 p.m.
NBA
f•
College Basketball
Dallas at Phoenix
Rutgers at Temiessee

Sat.: Women's B-Ball @ 1 p.m.
Morehead, Ky.
MSU at Morehead State

Saturday: ESPN @ 11 a.m.
College Basketball
Marquette at Notre Dame

•

i
I

Sat. : Men's B-Ball @ 3:15 p.m. . .
Morehead, Ky.
MSU at Morehead State
Sat. : Rifle Team @ TBA
Morehead, Ky.
OVC Championships
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Giants end Basketball
Patriots' run I teams defeat
at perfection
•

Perfection. In the NFL, perfection is 190. The New England Patriots had the
opportunity to go 19-0, and they blew it.
They completely and inexplicably blew it
Sunday. The incomparable Tom Brady
looked human, super speedster Randy
Moss looked tame and the guru Bill
Belichick was simply outclassed and outcoached. In the biggest game of their
careers the Patriots blew it.
Let's start with •the "genius," Bill
Belichick. The Patriots lost by three
points.
Three
points
can
be
scored by a field
goal-kind of like a
49-:}'ard field goal? I
understand
that
th·raughout the season Bclichick decided to go for the first
down on several
fourth and yardage
situations, but on
the biggest stage in
all of football. how
can he justify going
for the first down
Aaron
on a fourth and 13?
Weare
Kick the field goal.
Sports Editor
It's the Super Bowl,
you have to take the points.
The New York Giants' pass rush made
the Patriots look silly all night long. How
do you have two weeks to study the
Giants and not realize how good these
guys really are? It doesn't take a rocket
scientist to look at the Giants and realize
that their defensive line is big, strong and
fast. They made the Patriots look like they
hadn't made a game plan for the rush at
all. The Giants' defensive line was in the
Patriots' backfield as much as Tom Brady.
The last Belichick point that had many
people up in arms is he left the field with
time still on the game clock. I'm not going
to beat him up about that, because at his
core Belichick isn't a likable guy. It's no
secret that Belichlck isn't the most likable
coach in the NFL, and him leaving the
field early is just another example of his
typical lack of class. Like LaDainian Tomlinson said after last year's playoffs, the
Patriots are a no-class organization and it
starts with their head coach.
· Onto the golden boy, Tom Brady. and
his less than golden performance Sunday.
Sure, Brady's numbers were pretty good,
as he went 29-48 for 266 yards and one
touchdown. But anyone who watched the
game Sunday could easily sec this wasn't
the same Tom Brady we had grown to
know and love over the course of this
football season.
It's hard to say what his biggest problem was, but Brady was clearly affected
by: the Giants' pass rush more than any
other team's rush this season. This was
the first Patriots game I watched this season that Brady looked uncomfortable in
the pocket. Brady bad the happy feet, and
that goes hand in hand with Belichick not
properly planning for the impending
doom that was the Giants' pass rush.
Another problem Brady seemed to
have was his ankle. Whether the Patriots
want to admit it, Brady's ankle was an
issue Sunday. All season, Brady was dcadon'with his passing on short routes, deep
routes or intermediate routes. Sunday.
Bnidy looked like he was uncomfortable
on all the routes. Brady under threw
receivers, he overthrew receivers and just
g~nerally didn't look like Tom Brady, and
his ankle had to have something to do
with that.
What it's all going to boil down to is the
fact that the Patriots aren't the second
undefeated team in NFL history. After
watching the Patriots' attempted run for
perfection, I think it's safe to say that
there isn't going to be another team that is
· going to come this close. Too many things
feU 'into place this year for the Patriots,
and they couldn't get it done. rt's a safe
bet that there won't be a team that comes
this close for a long time.

Aaron Weare is the sports editor at The
Murray State News. E-mail comments to
aaron. wcare@murraystate.edu

Gamecocks in
Ihome contests
Aaron Weare
Sports Editor
The Murray State men and women's basketball
teams protected their home court Saturday
against Jacksonville State.
On the men's side of the action, the Racers
defeated the Gamecocks 95-85 in a game that featured 57 fouls and 76 free throw attempts between
the two teams.
"I'm thankful we won our last game," men's
Head Coach Billy Kennedy said. "It seemed like
the game went on for forever. It was an ugly
game."
The Racers jumped out to a 20-point lead with
4:04 left in the first half, thanks to a 17-2 run that
was capped by junior guard Kevin Thomas' threepoint shot. The Gamecocks responded with a run
of their own, ending the first half on an 11-3 run to
close the Racers' lead to 39-27.
The second half featured both teams scoring
more than 50 points. The Gamecocks scored 58
point.-. in the second half. In the two teams' flrst
meeting in December, the Gamecocks only scored
65 points in the entire game.
"I'm disappointed we gave up 58 points in the
second half,'' Kennedy said. "We're going to work
on that in practice this week. We're going to go
back to fundamentals of what we need to get better at, transition defense, post defense and really
emphasize that."
Five Racers scored in double figures and two
had career days. Thomas scored a career high of
23 points, crushing his old m:u-k of 14. Sophomore
forward Marvin Williams scored 13 points and had
a career high 11 rebounds coming off of the bench
for the Racers.
On the women's side of the action, the Racers
blew out the Gamecocks, 95-54.
Through the first 10 minutes, the Racers and the
Gamecocks battled to a score of 17-17. Then the
Racer offense took over. as they went on a 17-2 run
to open a 15-point lead at 34-19. The Racers ended
the half with that 15-point lead, 43-28.
Three Racers scored in double digits in the first
half, with junior forward Ashley Hayes and junior
guard Amber Guffey both scoring 11 points and
senior center Angela Brown scoring 10 points.
The Racers played the second half the way the
first half ended, as the Racers outscored the
Gamecocks 52-26, thanks in part to a 29-13 run to
end the game.
"We've had leads like that (against Jacksonville
State) before, and we've let it slip," Head Coach

photo by Elaine Kight17 he New\

Sophomore Marvin Williams scores 13 points and acareer high nrebounds Saturday against Jacksonville State.
Jody Adams said.
"A true sign of a champion is that they don't let
the lead slip; they put the dagger in."
Six Racers scored in double figures, including
all five starters. Hayes led all scorers with 25
points, shooting 10 of 14 for the game. Guffey
scored 20 points, shooting six of nine from the
three-point line. Brown had Lhe game's only double-double, finishing the game with 12 points and
12 rebounds.
The Racers dominated just about every statistical category in Saturday's game. Outscoring the
Gamecocks 42-20 in the paint and winnning the

rebounding battle, 46-30. The Racers also held the
Gamecocks to 35.5 percent shooting for the game.
"We had five players not in practice the day
before we played Jacksonville State due to sickness," Adams said.
"To have those guys rebound from that and be
able to focus on the game at hand, 1 was very
pleased with the maturity that I have seen in the
past two games. Hopefully, we can continue to
carry that on out over these last games of the regular season."
Aaron
Weare
can
be
reached
at
aaron.weare@murraystate.edu

Racers battle Morehead State Saturday
Steve Miller
Staff writer

photP by Elaine Kighl!Thf! New~

Junior Ashley Hayes shoots a three-point shot
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Guffey and Ashley Hayes provided
most of the offense. Hayes had a
career-high-tying 26 points and 11
rebounds. Guffey added lO points
and hit all of Murray States free
throws. She was three for three
from the line.
'Tvc got to give credit to our
team for hanging in there when
things weren't going our way,"
women's Head Coach Jody Adams
said. "Ashley Hayes did a great job
of stepping up and taking the bulk
of the offen..'c for us. She hit big
shots, and she continued to follow
the ball; she wanted the ball in her
hands."
At Monday's press conference,
Adams focused on the play of
senior center Angela Brown.
"The first time we played them,
I'm not sure if Angela was quite
ready for that, still trying to figure
out how she works for this team. I
think that now, she understands
that," Adams said.
"She gets what she is and what
she means to this team. J think it'll ·
be a good battle...
Both games are scheduled for
Saturday. The women will play at l
p.m.. and the men will follow at 3:15
p.m.
Steve Miller can be reached at
stcvcn.miller@murraystatc.cdu
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Murray State's "death valley"
trip will continue as both the men
and women's teams try to sweep
the season series at Morehead
State Saturday.
The men of Morehead State
were predicted to finish lOth in the
conference, but they are lurking
right behind the Racers in the Ohio
Valley Conference standings in
third place. The Eagles have been
unbeatable at home this season,
winning all nine of their games at
Johnson Arena.
They have different results on
the road, however. The Eagles
were handed one of their 10 road
losses by Murray State Dec. 8. The
Racer win may have been overlooked since recent hot play and
marquee matchups against Austin
Peay and Southeast Missouri State.
Flashing back. the Racers defeated the Eagles 63-44. Senior guard
Bruce Carter led the way, scoring
13 points. Hot shooting by the rest
of team accounted for a 54 percent
success rate from the field.
On the defensive end, Murray
State held the Eagles to just 12 of
46 from the field. Junior forward
Leon Buchanan led Morehead

State scoring 13 points.
Men's Head Coach Billy
Kennedy said he was pleased with
his team performance.
''To hold Morehead State to 44
points and for our defensive field
goal percentage to be at 26 percent, that's as good as we've played
since I've been here." Kennedy
said after that game.
As Kennedy looks at the road
ahead, he said he feels his team has
yet to reach its peak.
··we're winning, but not playing
our best," J(cnncdy said. "lf we
improve we're going to be great
down the stretch."
Morehead State and Murray
State have competed against one
another 143 times since the series
st;lrted in 1932. The Racers lead the
all-time series 99-44.
Before the men go for their tOOth
win against Morehead State, the
women will try to move up in the
OVC standings with a win against
the Eagles. Currently in fourth
place, the Racers lead Morehead
State, ranked No. 8 in the OVC.
ln the fin;t meeting this season.
the Murray State won 56-54
despite a late offensive rally by
Morehead State.
Not surprisingly, the pair of
Murray State junior guards. Amber
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Fishermen
, join lure-lover
bandwagon ~
There is no such thing as a secret l~re
anymore. If you have one and want.
keep it a secret, do not tell a soul.
•
In today's world, word spreads liRe
wildfire. After Kevin VanDam won back-'
to-hack tournaments. on a new color:
crankbait, every bass
fisherman who pays
attention knew about
it.
These lures are
being hoarded by
anyone who can find
them. They are sell·
ing on eBay for
almost three times
their normal price.
Other companies are
chasing their tails to
produce similar colors.
The funny thing is,
the color, called
Steve
"sexy shad," has been
Miller
on the market for
awhile. To me, it Outdoor columnist '
looks similar to what
other companies call chartreuse shad. · ' '
So what is all the hype about? You neea.'
to · remember that most professio~al
anglers are better or just as good salesmen
as they are fishermen. It is important to.
remember that he is an established to'uinament fisherman, but tackle compani~'s '
pay him a big amount of money to adv~r'- ·
tise their product.
' •. •
I do not doubt the skills of VanDam. In ·
fact, it is because of his skill that this fre[i-~
zy has begun. lf he said he was using, a ·
piece of string to win a tournament. cus- •
tomers would flood tackle shops to buy :
the exact size, color and weight. etc.
Many anglers think there is a magic bait
that will catch fish in all conditions. The '
truth is. you and I could have been on tiie :
same boat as VanDam when he won those ·
tournaments, using the same lure an<i caught noth ing. This is because color: i~ •
such a small part of the equation for sue- ·
cessful day on the water.
. ·
Kevin VanDam amped up the excite- :
ment of the color on basszone.co'm. :
"There are doubters out there who
say that any similar shad color would ha,v.e
work~ just ~ good. but l d..isagre~ ... V¥~- 1
Dam said. 1'he guys t share information 1
with on the Elite Series trail and myself
have had too many examples of Sexy Shad .
out-catching other shad colors. It's tl!e.,
perfect 'hue' in the water.''
'• •
What strikes me as odd is that ''perfed ..
hue" VanDam claims to be the determ4t! .
ing factor may not have even been sold.
Looking back at the video footage, there js
an obvious disparity in color of the one
VanDam was using and the one I've se~n,
sold at stores. In fact, I looked at thiee
baits that were called "sexy shad" but h~d
different shades of color.
· ·On Strike King's Web site, a represent~:
tive commented on color change. "We
have noticed this and actually have oui
hard bait p lant looking into the differen~e'
and talking with KVD on the real sexy
shad."
· '
Despite the difference in colors. I heard
of many good reports on all the ~seiy
shad" hues. I also heard anglers denouqce'
the baits effectiveness when it did noJ
yield Kevin VanDam results. This prove~.
color is just a mitigating factor in the b!g
picture.
Anglers looking for the magic color th:l;~ 
will catch fish under all conditions are'
wasting their time. Sure, there are fads
that come and go, and colors that consistently catch more fish on a certain body ~f ,
water, but nothing is universal.
•
Perhaps color has an impact whe~ · ~
first comes out, but come spring everyone,
will be using these lures. The bass ~!1
catch on, and eventually it wi11 join aU the
other colors that do not stand out on the
wall of tackle shops.
'
I believe success boils down to presim-.
tat ion, location and most of all confidence:
Luckily, these too arc skills you can not
buy or else they would be mass produced
and marketed to anglers. This is what
keeps the sport competitive and interesting.
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Sophomore Lynsey Bochenek aims for ahit The palr!d up with
freshman Katelyn fletcher to pick up a doubles win for the Racers.

Tennis teams ·
host opponents,
women get win
went on to lose the next
three matches to give Belmont a 3-2 edge. Bochenek
The Murray State men
came back to win at No. S
anJ women's tennis teams
singles, 6-4, 6-0. Freshman
played at the Kenlakc TenAlexis Webb sealed the
nis Center this past week·
Racer vktory with a 6·4, 6·
end.
2 win in No. 6 singles
The women's tennis
action.
team beat Belmont 4-3 Sat"Belmont is a good pro·
urday. The Racers took the
gram," \Vomen's Head
win in No. 1 doubles action
Coach Connie ~casting
as sophomore Angela
said. "They are very comMcGahee and junior Anne
parable to what we're going
Pennington won 8·3. The
to sec in Ohio VaHey Cnn·
Racers won the doubles , fcrcnce play. We're both
,..__._ _ point as sophomore Lynsey
young teams and for us to
Bochenek and freshman
win <1 close match showed
Katclyn Fulcher won the
us that we're starting the
No. 3 doubles match 8-3.
season at a good place."
McGahee won No. 1 sinThe Racers travel to
gles in straight sets, 6·0, 6Bowling Green, Ky., today
2, to put the Racers up 2·0
to take on the Western
in the match. The Racers
Kentucky Hillloppers.

Aaron Weare

Sports Editor

photos courlcsy of alhlt•lico;

Senior Hunter Gerlach takes a swlnQ at the ball during amatch last season.
"We're trying to find and
play teams comparable to
what we're going to see in
conference play." Keasling
said. "Based on what we
did against Belmont, we
know what we needed to
work on, and we'll use that
against Western Kentucky.
We're young and every
match gets us some much
needed experience."
The men's tennis team
took on an NAIA team,
Bethel College, and lost S-2
on Saturday.
Seniors Yuri Pompeu
and Nicholas Ksiczopolski
took the only doubles victory in a No. 2 doubles
tiebreak victory, 9-8. Bethel
took the doubles point with
victories at No. 1 and No. 3
doubles.

"I liked our doubles
effort, but we need them to
improve and get better,"
men's Head Coach Mel
Purcell said. "Any time you
play any NAIA school, you
take a chance. Bethel's got
six great foreign players,
and we're young. We've
got three guys who have
never played."
In singles action, senior
Chris Horton won in No. 4
singles with a three-set
win, 3·6, 6-1, 7-5. The only
other Racer win came in
No. 6 singles with Jumor
Mikel Headford's • 6-4, 7·5
victory.
"Overall, r m not pleased
with how this weekend
turned out," Purcell said. "I
knew we'(! have a tough
time early on. So we're

going to work on getting
better heading into OVC
play in March."
The Racers out of conference schedule doesn't
get any easier, as they take
on Kentucky, Southern llli·
nois and Tennessee.
"I always try to schedule
tough teams early on:· Purcell said. "And with who
we have left on the schedule before OVC play, we
have to get ready to go out,
practice well and play
hard.'t
The Racers' next matchup will be against the University of Tennessee Feb.
22 in Chattanooga. Tenn.

Aaron Weare can be
at
reached
aaron. weare@murraystatt'.C
du.

Murray State continues NCAA recertification process
Autumn Boaz
Editor in chief
Since the beginning of the year, 11 diverse
group of campus members has been concerned
with one thing - Racer athletics.
In 1998, Murray State received its NCAA Division I certification after completing its first yearlong self study of its athletic program. The study,
which is conducted by a Inrgc group of campus
and community members, spedfkally focuses on
a particular institution's academic integrity, governance and commitment to rules compliance
and the school's commitment to equity and student-athlete weU-being, according to the NCAA
handbook.
In ioo3 Murray State was the last school to
undergo an NCAA-mandated interim report, but
~ince then the league has dropped its interim
evaluation requirement and now only mandates
NCAA affiliations to undergo a rcce~tification
process every 10 years.
That's where Murray Stat<> finds itself' todayin the middle of its self-study recertification
process,
In order to properly evaluate the NCAA's 1hree
main areas of concern, Special Projects Coordinator and Campus Liason of the Recertification
Steering Committee Joshua Jacobs .said the members in the study were divided into a steering
committee and three sub-committees based on
their focus area. He said dividing participants
into subcommittees helped ;educe the complexity of the information gathering technique across
campus.
"The NCAA asks us to create a broad-based
committee to analyze basically thn•e main areas
that deal with athletics," racobs said.
"(The steering and sub-committees) are basi·
cally gathering data across the University in
regards to each of those components. Then we fit
(the information) into the matrix that's provided

The three main areas of study during the NCAA Recertification self·
study process...
~. Academic integrity

2. Governance and commitment to rules
compliance
3. Equity and student-athlete well-being
Each of the three areas of study are broken down into committees. which consist
of various members of the University
community and the city of Murray.. Each
committee is chaired by a University
staff member.
by the NCAA. They have certain reporting criterion that we have to report on."
Twenty-seven indivtduals comprise the p roject's three subcommittees, including Provost
Gary Brockway, serving as the academic integri·
ty chair: Vice President For Student Affairs Don
Robertson, the equity and student weiJ·being
chair; and University General Counsel John Rall,
the governance and rules compliance chair.
With more than 30 people holding a position
on one of the four committees, including the
stCl'ring committee, Jacobs said the recertification process is something in which the NCAA
insists the entire campus community be able to
take part.
''Athletics could conduct the study on their
own or the University could do it on their own,
but the NCAA requires (the study) to be an open,
transparent process with it being run strictly out

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
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of the President's Office," Jacobs said. "It's not an
athletics process, it's not just a University
process, it's realty a whole institution-wide
process to make sure that everything's reported
accurately.... The goal is to have a broad, open.
counting of our athletic process in relation to
those three aspects.''
As the process has progressed, Jacobs said
most of the problems the University has encountered have been minor flaws. But with the examination in fu11-swing, he said the evaluation is
proving its purpose - to show what needs to be
corrected.
"Sometimes the appearance is that things happen behind closed doors and you're not sure why
they happen this way," Jacobs said.
"... All those things that aren't always public through this process. the public has a chance to
ask those questions. to see those documents and
be involved in that assessment. All those perceptions and questions about how athletics operates
all kind of have daylight shed on them throughout this process.''
According to the University timeline, the selfstudy report will be submitted May 1. An evaluation by an NCAA peer-review team will be conducted in November, but the NCAA recertification decision will not be made until March 2009.
Athletic Director Allen Ward said the process
will help the athletic department make necessary
adjusments in the upcoming years.
"It's a good way to study the program, to see
where you need to improve and where you're
doing a really good job," Ward said.
"It lets everyone sec the type of athletic pro·
gram we're operating."
A link on Murray State's Web site is available
for those who would like more information about
the NCAA recertification process.

Autumn Boaz can be
autumn.boaz@.murraystate.edu.
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Steve Miller is the outdoor columnist-4t :
The Murray State News. E-mail commeiiri-:
to stevcn.millcr@murraystate.edu.
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Radio Messages
AM 1340

Sunday at 9 a.m.

753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-18 33 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. -noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Wednesday Lenten service
5erVlce 5CaRinl feb. 6 at 7:15 p.~
Dinner At 6 p.m.
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Each week. The News will pick ftve of the top plays in Racer athletics. To submit aplay to be considered for Hot Shots. contact
Aa~o~ Weare at aaron.wearetmurraystate.edu

...

The women's track team set four team records at the Indiana Relays In BloomlnQton. Ind.. Sabi"day. Senior
Dominique Robinson broke her own record In the Wfi9ht throw, then was passed by senior teammate Shameka
Dial later In the competition. Freshman Katelyn Jones broke the school's 3,000 meter record with a time of
9:56. The distance medley relay team posted a time of 12:12 to break the 2006 record in the evenl The relay
team was composed of Taylor Crawford. Brandy Williams, MeaQan Richeson, and Katetyn Jones.

Senior Shameka Dial and freshman
Katelyn Jones were named Track and
Field Athletes of the Week by the Ohio
Valley Conference. Their record
breaking performances at the Indiana
Relays in Bloomlnqton, Ind., last weekend. This honor marks the first time
a Racer duo has been named for both
the OVC track and the OVC field athlete awards in the same week.

....

Shamella Dial

Katelyn Jones

photos by Paul Holladay/The News
(Above) The Racers extended their home winnl119 streak to ei9ht wins after their 95-85 victory over
Jacksonville State. The qame also marked the fourth stral9ht qame for a Racer to post a doubledouble. Sophomore forward Marvin Williams tossed in 13 points and grabbed nrebounds.

(Below) Six Racers posted a double-double In the women's basketball team's victory over Jacksonville State 95-54~ This marks the second consecutive year that the Racers have beaten the
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•
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The Murray State Equestrian team
clinched the Reqlonal Championship
last weekend In Murfeesboro, Tenn. The
team will travel to Canyon. Texas to
compete in the Super Zones, for an
opportunity to participate In the Nation·
al Championships May 8-10. 12 Individual
riders qualified for next month's
Regionals in Murfeesboro.
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$taft' Report
.

: The Murray State women's soccer team added six student-athll!tes to its roster for the 2008 season. Head Coach Beth Acreman
\\'ill welcome in six freshman in addition to the two transfer
r~cruits Acreman signed from Christian Brothers University,
~icole Evans and Rachel Longley.

.

•: Evans joins the Racer program originally from Rugby, England.
Jis a forward for the Christian Brothers, she scored 28 points in
tktc 2007 season, with l1 goals and four assists. Evans will be a

The women's tennis team opened the
season with a 4·3 victory over Belmont Saturday. In the No.1 doubles
spot, A091la McGahee and Anne Pennington (above) posted an 8-3 win.
McGahee also won in the top slnqles
spot with a H. 6-2 victory.

junior in the 2008 season.
• Longley will join the Racers as a sophomore in the 2008 season.
As a defender in the 2007 season, Longley scored two goals and
dished out 8 assists.
• Rachel Wright will be a freshman in the 2008 season. Wright is
a forwardlmidfielder from Normal, Ill. Wright was named to the
All-State team as a sophomore and junior.
• Jenna Fioranelli is a midfielder from Collierville, Tenn. Fio·
ranelli was named to the NSCAA All-American .this past season.
• Danielle McMurray is a forward/midfielder from Houston,
Tenn. She was named to the Tennessee All-State team two

times.McMurray has also played for the Tennessee Olympic
Development team.
• Jordi Ferrell is a midfielder from Sikeston, Mo. She was named
to the Missouri All-State team as a sophomore and junior. Ferrell
also played for the Missouri Olympic Development team.
• Cara Bohrman is a defender from Benton, Ky. The incoming
freshman was named to the Kentucky State All-Tournament team
in the 2007 Kentucky State Final Four•
• Michaela Shaw is a midfiedlcr from Fort Wayne, Ind. She partidpatcd in the Indiana Olympic Development program and was
named to the All-Conference team.

I
All Athletics
• 1 pair $24.99
• 2 pair $39.99

D
Ladles Dress
·1 pair$12.99
• 2 pair $24.99
• 5 pair $59.99

Ladles Boots
• 1 pair $19.99
• 2 pair $34.99
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ln the fall of 1976 Sunset Boulevard opened to be the best Record Store In West Ky.
Within a year we added car stereos to our mix with the same goal. 31 years later the
goal is the same.... This is what we do and we take great pride in doing it well.

Menu:
• New & Used CD's
• Quick Special Orders
• Quality Car Audio & Video
• iPod Integration

•
•
•
•

~

10•m to e.pm
~

O

~

•

g

Satelitte Radio
Navigation Systems
~
Remote Starters & Sercuity Systems rn
Best Damn Installation In West Ky!

8

Sunset Boulevard Music
rn
•
•
:~
1109 Chestnut St.<Next door to Wendy's>
:>4
Murray, KY 753-0118
~
••XM•SIRIUS•ROCKFORD FOSGATE•ALPINE•JL AUDIO••
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Rifle team shoots fOr the gold
.

Racers to play host to Indiana State
in ESPN BracketBuster match up

.

Racers go for ninth conference title
Kyle Rogers
Contributing writer
Nine might be an ordinary num·
ber to just anyone, but to the Murray State rifle team, it means much
more. This weekend, the rifle team
will shoot for its ninth Ohio Valley
Conference championship. The
most successful athletic squad on
campus will try to add to its
already impressive resume.
Along with the eight team OVC
championships, Murray State
boasts eight OVC championships
in smallbore and nine in air rifle.
giving the team 25 total OVC
championships. Tennessee Tech
bas eight and Jacksonville State
has nine, all coming since they
joined the league in 2005.
Murray State has also been
home to many OVC Most Valuable
Players. They have had seven
MVPs in smallbore and nine in air
rifle. making 16 in alL Kevin Witbrodt won OVC Freshman of the
Year in 2005. Morgan Hicks won a

record five MVPs during her time
at Murray State.
This year's OVC championships
will be held in Morehead, Ky. The
Racers' last team OVC championship came in 2004 and their last
team NCAA championship came
in 1987. In 2004, however, Hicks
brought Murray State the most
recent individual NCAA champi·
onship. Jacksonville State has won
the OVC rifle title the past three
years.
Murray State's success isn't all in
the past. This year, the Racers
haven't finished lower than third
place. Most recently, the Racers
got a chance to get a warm-up
against an OVC opponent They
hosted Tennessee-Martin last Sat·
urday at the Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range. The Racers had an impres·
sive 2,326 out of 2,400 in the air
rifle and 2,276 out of 2,400 in
smallbore. That was good for a
combined score of 4,602 out of
4,800. Senior Dan Belluzzo led the

Racers in air rifle with 583 out of
600 points. Junior Kevin Witbrodt
led in smallbore with 581 out of
600.
This weekend in Morehead. Ky.•
the Racers will face off against
Tennessee-Martin,
Tennessee
State, Jacksonville State and the
host Morehead State. Regardless of
the outcome, the Racers will travel
to Jacksonville, Ala. February 16
for the NCAA qualifier. If they
qualify. they will travel to West
Point, N.Y. for the NCAA championships, which will be held March
13-14. Aside from its success in the
OVC, The rifle team has three
team NCAA championships ;md
seven individual NCAA champi·
onships.
The 2008 OVC championships
will begin Saturday and run
through Sunday. T he smallborc
competition will be held on Saturday and the air rifle Sunday.
Kyle Rogers can be reached at
kyle.rogers@murraystate.edu
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Happy Hour DAILY
from 3 - 6 p.m.
Dally Lunch Special
$3.99 Mon. - Sat.
Mexican Beer
$2.00
Margarltas
2 for 1
DJ on Thursdays
8:30 p.m. - 12 a.m.
10% MSU Discount
w/ student 10
99¢ Kids Meals

all February

StaffReport

406 N.12th St • Murray, KY • 759-9000
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The Murray State men's
basketball team will take
part in the ESPN Bracket·
Huster for the fourth
straight year. At 6 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 23. this year's
opponent are the Indiana
State Sycamores out of the
Missouri Valley Conferencc,
The BracketBuster was
set up as a means for midmajor conferences to compete a few weeks before

the NCAA Tournament
seeds its teams. This year,
there are 28 games featur·
ing 11 conferences. All 11
teams from the Ohio Val·
ley Conference will play in
the BracketBuster.
The BracketBuster game
comes in the midst of a 12day layoff between confer·
ence games.
"lt takes time out of our
conference schedule, and
it's something that we par·
ticipate in," Head Coach
Billy Kennedy said. "We're

s,_.. Se- •

excited that we have a
home game in between -a
big gap of conference,
games."
The agreement that the
HracketBuster sets up is
that the Racers wiU travel
to play the Sycamores next
season. like Rider's agreemcnt to come to Murray
after last season's game.
The Racers have played
in the last three Bracket- ·
Busters, winning against
Rice, Illinois-chicago and
Rider.

lfl..untly:

• Record: lD-12 owerall, ~7 Missouri Valley Colference
.....__~
·Team Points Per S.: 63.5
• Oppo$in9 Team's PPG: 65.3
• Home Record: 9-1
• Road Record: 1-11
• Leadin9 Scorer. Marico Stilsol13.1 '"

Sonll·tin1es you tnay need a little help

\\'J

th your car...

"Everyone \vins At Brinn's"

~ Brinn's ~
Full Service Garage
• Brakes • Tune ups • Oil Changes •
• A/C Service ·Tires ·Batteries •
• Belts • Alternators • Radiatior Flush •

Free Estimates
Ask about our free transporation policy
Monday - Friday 8 am. - 5:30 p.m. and Saturday 8 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

(270) 759-0003 507 S. 12th Street • Murray, KY
~~- r c e

The Golden Rule is Our Policv
p i c k ll p I D l' I i y c r y a 1l d a H. i d l:' t () c a 11 l r

Joutllwoods
Summer Camp Jobs Available!
INTERVIEW ON CAMPUS, MONDAY OR TUESDAY!
Southwoods is a co-ed residential children !s camp in the Adirondack Mountains of NY Southwoods is seeking
ENTHUSIASTIC, ENERGETIC and FUN LOVING individuals to make a positive impact on a child!s life. Benefits of
working at Southwoods include salary, room & board, laundry, work/internship experience and SO MUCH MORE!

Please go to www.southwoods.com to complete our online application and contact
Brooke Harris Wiles at 270-809-3117 to schedule an interview.
All interviews will be held In the MSU Career Services Office.
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Student V-Day group
performs annual play
Charlotte Kyle
Staff writer
Boxes of chocolate, candy hearts
and dozens of roses symbolize Valentine's Day. One group of performers
on campus, however, is adding women's empowerment and strength to
that list.
Murray State's V-Day team performed UThe Vagina Monologues"
Thursday and will perform again at
7:30 p.m. Saturday in Wrather Audi·
torium.
General admission is $7 or $5 with a
student I.b. The doors will open at
6:30 p.m. for a silent auction, Mcghan
Poole, organizer and producer, said.
Poole, junior from Louisville, Ky.,
said auctioned pieces will include artwork and donated items. Mosaics by
clients and .staff of the Purchase Area
Sexual Assault Center, titled "Beau ti·
fully Broken_." will also be auctioned.
Lo ri Brown, director of clinical services at PASAC, said the center was
very excited to participate in the pro·
jcct after being approached by Poole
and the Women's Center.
"It is very symbolic of what a survivor's journey through healing is
like," Brown said, "someone who has
been through trauma and is working
through that process of feeling bro·
ken and putting it back together."
The mosaics include everything
from jewelry boxes, mirrors, wall
plaques and tabies.
"If there are artists or anyone who
wants to contribute pieces (for the
silent auction), they can contact the
Women's Center," Poole said.
The Women's Center can be
reached by calling 809-3140.
After performing ~her freshmen
year and acting as assistant director
last year, Poole said she decided to
step down from performing and
~

Photo~

instead organize the event.
"I wanted to be part. oft he fundraising and the organization," Poole said.
"I wanted to work with different people through the sponsors and beneficiaries. I have the privilege to work
with victims of violence and the men
and women who get up and survive
and go back to bed and do it everyday."
Poole spoke about being a victim of
violence on campus at Take Back the
Night- an annual program hosted by
the Women's Center to raise awareness about domestic violence and
rape. Poole said she hopes her
courage to speak out will inspire others.
"I do it for the people who helped
me survive and showed me how,"
Poole said. "(The performance} isn't
just talking about it - it's not being
afraid to talk about it."
:'The Yagina Monologues," a play
edited by Eve Ensler, is composed of
a series of monologues read by different women, each somehow relating to
the vagina. Themes within the pieces
include sex, pregnancy, rape and
menstruation.
"The monologues aren't our stories
and we don't present them as such.
but some are every woman's story."
Poole said.
These monologues arc often performed across the nation in February
as part of the V-Day movement. They
are not to stimulate controversy,
Poole said, but to raise awareness.
Said Poole: "It's not there for shock
value. I so fi rmly believe in this
because we always face resistance.
(People} don't always like what we
say, but I believe in the power of one
voice and the power of collective
voice-"
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
charlotte.kyle@murraysrate.edu.
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by Misty HayvThe News

rKatie Frnch, senior from Morganfield, Ky., rehearses lines for the "Vagina Monologues." The first performance was held at
7:30 p.r. yesterday, and an additional performance will be held at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in Wrather Auditorium.
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Nicole Casteel. senior fromEvansville, Ind., gets Into her character during rehearsal.

Stoya EncJianct, junior from Greenville, Ky., ls participating in "Vagina MonoiOQues," a
nation-wide movement performed during February.
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'Rambo'·targets real struggles
Each week The News will
a different issue that
affects our campus, commu·
nity and ultimately our
world.

featur~

Casey Northcutt
Staff writer
A village in Myanmar suffe rs from attacks by rebel
armies, who torture and rape
with unabashed brutality. In
the midst of this devastation
and fear, their hope lies in one
jaded, old soldier - John
Rambo.
Or, so goes the plot of the
aew film, "Rambo," which
opened at the Cheri Theatre
Jan. 25. Starring Sylvester
Stallone as the aged, yet surprisingly muscular hero, the
movie explores conflict in
Myanmar. formerly known as
Burma. Although the film
appears as the fourth installment of what some would
deem a poorly-written action
saga, it depicts the country's
ethnic wars with explicit gore
and death designed to move
even the most-desensitized of
Murray audiences.
According to Hollywoodtoday.nct, Stallone picked the
location for the ·movie after
asking Soldier Fortune Magazine and the United Nations

about countries where human
rights were frequently violated. Both ·directed him to
Myanmar, and he started con·
tracting scriptwriters to tiring
the violence into the public
eye.
"1 said we shouldn't make
this movie if we're going to
candy-coat it," Stallone told
Hollywood Today. "We can't
white-wash it. This can't be
like war light: People are
dying as we're making the
film, so I said, 'Let's go all the
way. Let's just try to push it
completely to the point of
where it's uncomfortable."'
This push translated into an
opening with actual footage
from the Myanmar war, featuring people dying from disease and crying in the streets.
It was enough to make Dustin
Hastings, graduate from Fulton, Ky., want to know more.
"After I saw the movie, I
wondered if it really was that
bad over there," he said. "I
looked it up and Wikipedia-ed
it. I would say' it's as close as
Hollywood could get and still
attract people."
Research into Myanmar's
horrible and bloody past
reveals a nation plagued by
military rule and more than
50 years of ethnic insurgency.
According
to

Crisisgroup.org, since the
country gained independence
from Britain in 1948, various
ethnic groups have repeatedly attacked the government in
search of power. The current
regime took control in Sep·
tember 1988 with the creation
of the State Law and Order
Restoration Council which
began arresting human rights
activists and establishing
martial law.
Farmers and peasants have
suffered greatly from a half·
century of brutality.
According to the United
Nations Web site, Un.org.
both the national government
and two of the leading rebel
groups, the Karen National
Liberation Army and the
Karenni Army, reportedly
abduct children for forced
service in their ranks. During
the past few months, UNICEF
held discussions with mcm·
bers of the Myanmar government regarding further dcvcl·
opment of its plans to cease
underage recruitment, but
rumors of kidnapping still
continue along with the fight·
ing and the torture of the
nation's citizens.
Stallone graphically trans·
ferred all of this to the silver
screen. using stage makeup
and special effects to repro-

duce the real-life horror
Myanmar citizens have experienced. In one of the first
scenes, a group of soldiers
force prisoners to tramp
across a field scattered with
mines.
"It's probably one of the
most violent movies I've ever
seen," Hastings said. "You
watch it and you see guerilla's
go into these villages and
start mowing people down women, children - it doesn't
really matter who it is. ...
There's really no reason for
them doing it, and your heart
just goes out to those people
because they're just living
from day to day wondering if
someone is going to come
through and destroy their village and their lives."
Recently,
Myanmar's
neighbors started to get con·
cerned. On Jan. 31, the International Crisis Group reported the crushing of a protest
led by Buddhist monks which
brought the attention of ncarby countries to a nation des·
perately needing change.
China and the Association of
$()uthcast Asian Nations
stood behind U.N. efforts to
initiate talks between the
Myanmar government and
opposing armies.
According to Cnn.com.

Photo courtesy mt•dla.movlewed com

Sylvester Stallone stars In the new film 'Rambo' as the hero who
explores conflict In Myanmar. The film Is currently In theaters.
leaders are currently working
on a constitution and some
semblance of government,
but Myanmar pro-democracy
leader Aung San Suu Kyi
wasn't satisfied with the
progress of the peace talks,
citing the lack of a deadline
for the negotiations to bring
about reform.
But now, the country is
getting attention from the rest
of the world. Its crisis has
been documented in cinema,

forcing audiences to forget
their popcorn and drinks and
to pay attention to the pain
experienced by another
nation.
.•
"1 don't see how you could
watch it without saying, 'Man.
this is serious stuff,"' Hastings
said.
Maybe Rambo really does
come to the rescue.
Casey Northcutt can be
reached at cascy.northcutt@
murraystate.edu.

Murray State pro-life group makes University history·
AsbJey Henson
Staff writer
: . Through peaceful demonstrations and eduCation, Murray State students are spreading the
) oy of life in hopes of saving Hves.
.: The term pro-Jife can represent opposition
~o things like euthanasia, human cloning,
,Eesearch involving stem cells and, in this case,
'libortion.
:• The Murray State Students for Life group is
,the first pro-life group organized on campus.
The primary objective of the group is to stop
abortion by providing information through
events like the Life Chain. The Life Chain was
the group's frrst campus event held Oct. U.

During this event, students held signs with
anti-abortion messages while standing along
12th Street for one hour. During that hour. stu·
dents experienced both encouragement and
ridicule as they prayed while cars drove by.
B.J. Drake, sophomore from Lebanon June·
tion, Ky., was one of the first people to orchestrate the group when the idea started a year
ago.
"Last year, Mary Reding and Megan Rh\ldes
looked into starting a pro-life group on campus,
since there wasn't one," Drake said. "It really
came together last semester and we now have a
faculty adviser and have regular meetings
every other Monday." ·
The group is planning another first for the

city of Murray option - a Pro-Life March. Reding, president of the Murray State Students for
Life and sophomore from Howardstown, Ky.,
said she hopes it will have a large turnout.
"Our goal is to have a city-wide support
movement to help our Pro-Life March," Reding
said. "We want to gather as many people as
possible. We plan on contacting the campus
ministries, the Greek organizations, several
churches in Murray as well as work with the
Lifehouse Care Center. This is a big project for
us and we are shooting for April 26."
The Murray State Students for Life group
wni ~oon foln other students In kentucky for a
common cause. All Kentucky colleges that
have pro-life groups arc invited to the Ken-

tucky Students for Life Conference in
Louisville later this month.
"We :ire taking a group to the conference this
year and it's held on Feb. 23," Reding said. "We
·will have a chance to meet other students, listen to guest speakers and participate in leader
workshups."
The Murray State Students for Life group has
a Facebook group for anyone who is interested
in the organization.
"We would love to have people on campus
involved," Reding said. "Having a Facebook
group makes us easy to fmd and is a great way '
to contact us."
\
Ashley Henson can be reached at
ashley.henson@murraystate.edu.
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Alba stays sexy, serious in latest film
The early-year horror flick
isn't a complete waste. I went
in expecting a tragic cinematic experience, but l was actunlly surprised when the film
ended and I didn't hate it.
Alba, who typically plays
the brazen knockout in forgettable films like "Never
Been Kissed," "Honey" and
"Into the Blue," shows a serious side of her acting. Don't
expect her to get an Oscar
nod anytime soon, but the
expecting mother is definitely
showing a matured taste in
her film selections.
Alba also looks great
throughout the entire film (no
surprise here), including
scenes where her character
Sydney has watery and bloodshot eyes. Hey, I didn't say
she looked realistic.
Nivola gives a mediocre
performance as the jerk doctor. I find it hard to believe
his character would be so
hard on a patient who he is
supposed to be helping.
Faulkman doesn't have a troubled past or any underlying
issues that merit his resent·
ment toward Sydney, so his
bitterness against her claims
that she sees dead people
seems to be a random part of
the plot.

•: College Life E:'ditor Ashley
E4wards writes the movie

..

revzews.

'·••

!:First "The Ring," the "The
Grudge" and now, ''The Eye"
h:!ve joined the Asian-horror·
film-American-remakes club.
It has me thinking, what is
tijis obsession with remaking
ksian horror films, anyway?
~·The original "The Eye."
directed by Thai f'Ummakcrs
Danny Pang and Oxide Pang
Chun. may have been a hit
qverseas, but the American
remake won't be named a
Classic anytime soon.
~Jessica Alba plays professtonal violinist Sydney Wells.
\fho has been blind since an
atcident when she was five
y'c ars old. Sydney's body
rejected her first cornea
transplant when she was 12
years old, but with her sister's
encouragement. she undergoes a second transplant. Her
vision slowly returns, bring·
ing with it frightening images.
Mter Sydney realizes what
she is seeing isn't just a side
effect of her newly instated
vision, but in fact images of
the dead, she seeks help from
specialist Dr. Paul Faulkman
(Alessandro Nivola).
Unf()rtunately, neither Syd-

Jessica Alba plays Sydney Wells. a woman who experiences cellular memory, a phenomenon that occurs when
transplant recipients demonstrate characteristics of their donors.
repeating itself.
ncy's sister (Parker Posey)
learns of a phenomenon
nor Faulkman believes Sydney when she tells them about
her numerous encounters
with spirits in the street, her
apartment building, etc.
Faulkman suggests she is
crazy. Great doctor, huh?
Desperate for answers, she
turns to the Internet and

With the help of Faulkman
(yep, he finally helps his
patient), Sydney crosses the
Mexican border to flnd the
family of the woman to whom
she feels morbidly connected.
She finds herself learning and
using her condition to her
advantage.

called cellular memory, an
instance in which transplant
recipients display characteristics of the donor. Sydney is
convinced she is experiencing
cellular memory with her new
corneas, so she decides to
find out what happened to her
donor to prevent history from

The re-occurring images of
ghosts and visions that haunt
Sydney in her apartment
building get annoying at times
because they are so redundant. We got it the first time.
Thl• 15th shot of the same
dead little boy presents noth·
in~ new to the audience.
"The Eye" does have some
surprising moments, however. more from shock value
than actual terror.
Viewers who enjoyed "The
Grudge" and "The Ring" will
appreciate directors David
Moreau and Xavier Pauld's
contribution to the Asian-hor·
ror-film-American-remakes
club.
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.

One frame: Save your cash.
Two frames: Catch it on TV if
you're bored
Three frames: Rent it
Four frames: Head to the box
office

Memphis offers taste of south
Memphis, Tenn.
You ain't nothin' but a hound dog if you don't
visit this week's destination. We're traveling
south to the home of the king of rock 'n' roll Elvis Presley.
If Billy Joel can walk in Memphis, so should
you.
After a three-hour drive to Memphis, Tenn.,
the city of blues, take a stroll
down the worldfamous
Beale
Street.
With
more than 25
clubs and shops,
have the
option of sampling
famous
daiquiris or dining
at the Blues City
Cafe, known for the
best barbecue ribs in the world.
, The Peabody Hotel's March of the Ducks is
not something to miss. It is located at 149
Union Ave. According to the hotel's Web site,
tl)e attraction originated in 1933 when two inebjiated sportsmen playing a prank put three
hYe ducks in the lobby's fountain. Hotel guests
marveled at the sight and the tradition stuck.
. Every day at ll a.m. visitors can watch ducks,
lt;d by the Duckmaster, march down a red ca.rp~t to the Italian travertine marble fountain.
; After the duck march, bead over to Gra.cel ~nd - Elvis Presley's homestead. Located on a
14-acre estate, the mansion features exhibits of
attthentic clothing and personal artifacts. Enjoy
a: 11elf-guidcJ audio tour narrated by Elvis's
d~ughter, Lisa Marie.
:.Discounted student tickets range from $24.30

.

to $68, depending on the choice of ticket package. The base-priced tour includes a mansion
tour. The $68 tour includes a self-guided tour
of Elvis's two planes and admission to both the
Sincerely Elvis museum and Elvis After Dark
where you can walk the grounds when other
sites close.
Through February, Graceland is open every
day except Tuesday, 10 a.m.- 4 p.m. It is free
to walk up to Graceland's mediation garden,
the gravesite of Elvis and his family members,
daily between 7:30 and 8:30 a.m. T ickets may
be purchased by calling 901-332-3322. .
If you've ever wanted that floral shirt Elvis
wore or his famous diamond horseshoe ring, be
sure to check out Love Ml' Tender at the corncr of Second Street. At this authentic Elvis
boutique, you can purchase quality 1950s Elvis
replica items. The boutique also sells Elvis
rugs, car accessories, magnets, purses, watches
and DVDs.
Located at 191 Beale St., tne corner of famous
U.S. Highway 61, the Memphis Rock 'n' Soul
Museum offers a comprehensive Memphis
music experience highlighting the beginning of
rock 'n' roll through the explosion of Memphis's musical heyday in the 1970s.
The self-guided tour, whlch features more
than 300 minutes of commentary, takes vL'iitors
through seven galleries featuring three audiovisual programs, more than 30 in~truments, 40
costumes and other educational exhibits. The
museum and gift shop arc open daily, 10 a.m. 7 p.m. Admission is $10 for adults.
Animal lovers, the Memphis Zoo is your destination. It houses animals from all around the
world and features an exhibit called Cat Country. Three Bengal tiger cubs will be on display
Friday through Monday, while the zoo's Amur

place to put on your bib.
The joint is located in an alley behind 52 S.
Second St. in downtown Memphis and is open
until 11 p.m. on weekends. T he barbecue is so
tasty it has drawn · famous customers from
Frank Sinatra to Prince Albert 0 of Monaco.
The restaurant has even catered for Air Force
One and Justin Timberlake while he was on 'a
tour.
••
Visit memphistravel.com for more inform<J~
tion.
::

and Sumatran tigers will be on display Tuesday
through Thursday.
Don't miss other daily shows including the
sea.lion show and ''Penguins Rock." Check out
show schedules at memphiszoo.org. The Mem·
phis Zoo is open daily, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Tickets
cost $13 for adults and include admission to all
exhibits.
If you've had a busy day and wonder where
you can try something from this famous pork·
barbecue capital, don't worry, more than 100
barbecue restaurants are scattered throughout
Memphis.
The Guinness Book of World Records lists
Memphis's annual cook-off as the largest pork
barbecue contest in the world. The contest is
held every May during "Memphis in May," a
music festival .
Listed as Southern Living magazine's 2002
and 2004 best barbecue restaurant and one of
Esquire's 1999 best barbecue joints in America,
Charlie Vergo's Rendezvous restaurant is the

Every week the College Lite sechon provides fun and fru·
gal trip ideas. Clip out each week's destination and refer to
it when you get in a rut and need to get away or are itching
for an exciting adventure.
If you know of an interesting or entertaining event goir,g
on within aday's car ride, send your Cheap Trip informatioll
and a phone number to ashleyb.edwards®murraystate.edu.
Also. If you get a chance to go to one of our Cheap Tnp
destinations. send an e·mdil to the above address to sav
how It went. Sale travels!
:•
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Employment: Local
Baptist Church seeks
fulltime Piano player
for church services. If
l(lterested,
please
$end resume to: attn:
church musician PO
Box 828 Murray, KY
42071 or call 270-7532358 for additional
ipformation.
Employment: A Summer Job At Kentucky
4-H Camps: Positions
are available as Camp
. r,1anager; EMT; lifeguards; and instructors for swimming,
eanoeing,
nature,
recreation,
rifle,
archery and high and
low ropes. Internships
are available. Watch
for our job postings
on Top Jobs website
at Career Services.
Deadline for application is March 7th. For
more information, visit
our
website
• at
www.kentucky4h.org
and apply online at UK
jobs. We will be on
campus for the job fair
and interviews February 20th.
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Doggie Day Spa benefits all
Whitney Harrod
Staff writer

Murray State Animal Health Technology Pre-Vet Club collaborates with
the Murray·Calloway County Humane Society every year to host the Dog·
gle Day Spa.

Hygiene isn't just important
to humans. Animals need the
same care.
Several times during· thl'
semester. the Murray Statl'
Animal Health Technology
Pre-Veterinarian Club eolian·
orates with the Calloway
County Humane Society to
host Doggie Day Spa.
The next Doggie Day Spa
will be held March 1 from 9
a.m. - 10 p.m.
Doggie Day Spa invites
members of the Murray com·
munity to bring their dogs to
the Carmen Animal Health
Technology Building for inexpensive bathing. nail trimming and ear cleaning.
Occasionally cats will
come, but the environment is
exclusive to dogs.
The complete package is
offered at $10 or individual
prices of $4 for car cleaning
and $7 for nail clipping.
Money raised each month
benefits the pre-vet. depart·
ment and charities including
Hoof Heat for Hope and Animal International P.r imate
Rescue.
The pre-vet . club offers
three spa days in both the fall
and spring.
''The day provides a low

cost service for animals and
benefits student volunteers,"
Adele Hcintcl, junior from
C.hagrin Falls. Ohio, and pres·
ident of the pre-vet. club, said.
"Most people don't know how
to clip nails so it's easier for
us to do it fur them."
Forty Murrar State animal
health technology pre-veterinary majors and 12 Humane
Society m<·mhcrs volunteered
for the Doggie Day Spa held
Saturday. Two-hundred and
twenty-two Jogs participated.
Heintel said the majority of
participants wert.• from the
community, but several Murray State students with dogs
attended. Heintcl ~aid Murray
State is the only university
she knows that offers this
kind of animal care. program.
"We get a good combination of both lltrgc and small
breeds of dogli," Kathy Hodge,
executive director of the Calloway County Humane Society, said. "We've had mixed
and pure-breeds like labs.
boxers, yorkics and small terriers."
The Carmen building features rooms equipped with
sinks and sprayers.
Hodge said most people
choose the $10 package.
Participants also have the
opportunity to haye their
dogs micro-chipped for $10.

Microchips are small electronic devices that contains
electronic
identification
information placed under the
dogs skin.
Hodge said most veterinary
offices charge up to $40 for
micro-chipping. The chip is
injected via needle where a
plunger pushes thc electronic
device under the animal's
skin.
The device will last for
about 25 years. Hodge said
most dogs don't flinch at the
insertion if they do well with
normal examinations.
If a lost pet is returned to an
animal shelter or veterinary
office, the animal's chip is
scanned.
Murray Humane Society
began micro-chipping in
March 2006. Murray uses the
24 Pet Watch system that
allows dog owners to edit personal information online.
Last Saturday, 60 dogs were
micro-chipped.
The Humane Society will
make custom pet ID tags onsite for $3 each and take free
photos for the local lost pet
registry. Anyone can add his
or her dog's information to
the Humane Society's animal
advocacy Hst.
Hodge said when an animal
becomes lost, an email will be
sent out via the animal advo-

cacy list.
"The Humane Society's
motivation is for every animal
to have an ID so we can scan
them into the database,"
Hodge said. "We have
returned over 12 lost dogs
because of scanning in the last
year."
On Sat. April 6, the pre-vet
club will hold its annual
American Health Technology
fundraising event. The day
requires all p re-vet majors to
volunteer. Extensive exams,
including leukemia testing
and heartworm examinations,
will be available at reduced
costs.
"This is a great collaooration between the Murray
State campus and community
and we love joining together

•

•

•
•
•

:

with other anima] people/• :
Hodge said. "With our animal
advocacy list we can publicize
the event through e-mails and
they can promote animal
care."
To be added to the Humane
Society's Animal Advocates
e-mail list or for any questions regarding Doggie Day
Spa, contact the Humane
Society of Calloway County
at 270-759-1884 or humanesociety@murray-ky.net
Whitney Harrod can be
reached at whitney.harrod@
murraystate.edu.

•

•
•
•
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·Trivia night aSsists Murray Main Street fundraiser
Cody Arant
Staff writer
Calling all trivia buffs: ,Murray Main Street's third annual
Trivia Night is 5 p.m. Saturday in the Curris Center BaHroom.
The event is co-sponsored
by BB&T Bank and the Mur·
ray·Calloway County Board
of Realtors.
Megan Tubbs, senior from
Benton, Ky., is the publicity
chair for the eVl'nt.
"1 challenge all of Murray
State to come out and test
their knowledge and have a
lot of fun," Tubbs said. uChallenge everyone you know.
How smart arc Murray State
students?" ·
Trivia Night is a team trivia
competition. Tubbs said.
Teams may consist of up to
eight players. The teams
answer 10 questions in each
of the seven munds of play,
and they are encouraged to
come up with a theme and

dress accordingly.
UExamples of past themes
:tre "Desperate Housewives."
n safari and a toga table."
Tubbs said. "(Tcnms) dress
up and bring in food. The
night is so exciting. It is
amazing what teams come up
with for both themes and
food ."
Each team is judged on its
costumes and food, Tubbs
said.
Prizes are given to the first,
second and third plac.:c teams
in both categories, as well as
in the trivia category.
Even if trivia is not your
team's strong point and your
costumes were haphazardly
thrown together you can still
win.
Door prizes will be given
out all evening.
"It's crazy," Tubbs said. "lt
is just a bunch of people, all
dressed up competing for
everything. It is tntly an allout wonderful experience."
The event hosts read rhe

SPrini!town
Franktown
GET DOWN
Laree Curris Center Ballroom
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februarY 14
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1·9

FREE

Photo courtt•$y Mcg,m Tubbs

Murray Main Street Trivia NiQht Invites members of Murray State and community to participate In thegames.
questions. Tubbs said this
year's hosts arc John McFerron, who has been involved
with the event all three years,
and Lisa Satterwhite, the
interim director of the Murray-Calloway County Cham·

ber of Commerce.
After the questions have
been read, one player per
team has one minute to run an
answer sheet to the table
judge.
Trivia topics'that have been

used in the past include history, movies, children's literature, and sports, Tubbs said.
Morgan McCall, senior
from Lexington, Ky., said she
is a trivia fan.
"I'll be out of town this

weekend," McCall
said.
uHowever, iflwas going to be
here, l'd definitely go."
To participate, teams must
pay a fee of $120 or $15 per
person with an eight-person
team, Tubbs said. The money •
benefits Murray Main Street,
a non-profit organization
dedicated to revitalizing
downtown Murray.
"Murray Main Street is
there to stimulate the economic development and
investment in the downtown
area," Tubbs said. They hope
to achieve this "by providing
a positive image and improving the appearance of the area
through thoughtful renovation and design."
Students who want to participate should call 759-9474
or stop by the Murray Main :
Street office at Fourth and
Maple streets between 8:30
a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Cody Arant can be reached •
at cody.arant@murraystate.
edu.
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Ashley Edwards
College Life Editor
As if dating weren't hard enough, Valentine's Day is Thursday and the pressure is on
to come up with the perfect date, or drinking
buddy. with which to pass the wretched holiday.
Even if you're at a place in your life wher~
you're not interested in a relationship, the
annoying tradition of watching lovebirds
traipse across campus dressed in pink and
red is enough to drive any sane person
crazy.
So, what is it that makes Valentine's

Day so untolerable? Is it the commercialization of the holiday by Hallmark, ·or is it actually the fear of dating itself?
For argument's sake, let's say it's the fear of
dating. It isn't a groundbreaking revelation or
anything. The mass media has spent countless
hours and energy talking to relationship
experts about what it is people look for in a
partner.
Books like "Men Are From Mars, Women
Are From Venus,"' are classics, as well as the
movie "What Women Want"
Amazon.com is also loaded with contemporary books on dating, like "Understanding
Women: The Definitive Guide to Meeting,

Dating And Dumping if Necessary" and
"Make Every Man Want You (or Make Yours
Want You More): How To Be So Damn Irretsistible You'll Barc.ly Keep From Dating Your."
self!"
..
These all seem to imply that the real prob-.
lem with dating is that none of us know whaJ
someone of the opposite sex wants. In facC.:
most of the time we don't even know what w¢.
want ourselves.
To help solve this mystery, The News asked
five men and five women the top five attrac:
tive and unattractive qualities each looks fo~
in a potential mate.
·:
Here is what they said:

·:

...
Wbat IMOiook for:

Whit turns men off:

.

""*"

Bid hyOiene .. lithe
'Siutty' · Take that for what lfs worth
Snobbish · Be nice to their friends
Lazy - Why don1 you do somethln9
Dltzy- Don11d Uke you don1 know

!·

Photo illustration by Elaine Kight/The News

Ashley Edwards can be reached at ashleyb.edwards@murraystate.edu.

